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“We have many
fantastic packages
to suit all budgets
but our online GIS
Directory has got
to be the most cost
affective and long
term solution we
offer! Simply
contact me to
discuss how we
can put together a
personalised
marketing
campaign for you.”
– Sharon Robson,
Sales & Marketing
Manager.

The GIS Directory
Is your company listed?
For a limited time, PV Publications are offering a
listing on our online GIS Directory for just £100.
The GIS Directory is the one-stop reference source and
ensures your company is listed under specific, easy to
navigate headings. From consultants to hardware
suppliers, publishers to manufacturers – the GIS
Directory is a cost effective advertising solution.
So if you do nothing else, make sure you’re listed!
Contact Sharon Robson on +44 (0)1438 352617 or
email sharon@pvpubs.demon.co.uk.
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from the editor
welcome
to the February issue of

GIS Professional. . .

Watch this space!
What is the purpose of a magazine aimed at professionals? Why should today’s specialists bother to read
one when there are dozens of websites churning out news every day and dispatching daily email alerts, if
that is your need? Is it possible to offer the same coverage as a magazine through a website?
Let’s try and provide some answers and the all important context. To dispense with the first question, you
can hardly claim the moniker of “professional” if you’re not prepared to spend time keeping up to date
with what’s happening in your area. Whether you get that via a printed magazine, a weekly email or
personal discipline to visit relevant websites will come down to personal choice.
Everyone who’s been awake since the last millennium is aware of the decline in newspaper sales. Apart
from a small upward blip when the News of the World ceased publication last year, the downward trend
in sales has been relentless. In the UK, sales of daily newspapers have been falling by between 6 and 16%
per annum for several years now. Where are all those readers going? The answer is radio, tv and, of
course, the web. There is clearly a demographic divide between older generations, who tend more to buy
newspapers, and younger ones who opt for the web. Alas, atrophy will win the day for the latter!
It is worth noting that the BBC’s website has nearly 10 million unique users in the UK (they claim 35m
worldwide), followed by the Mail Online (6.6m), The Guardian (4.6m) and The Telegraph (4.3m). The trend
is inescapable. Sometime during the next decade we may see the last printed newspaper.
For magazines, the prospects are marginally better. Despite the recession, the B2C market remains
relatively buoyant (just look at the range of titles in WH Smiths, reflecting every interest from pregnancy
to Airfix models); but driven by cheap print pricing sometimes from overseas. Interestingly, the Press
Gazette commented that last year “Digital editions of magazines are having a negligible impact on the
market in terms of sales.” Nevertheless, the trend here is relentless too; and downward in most cases (it
was sad to see that the Beano dropped 20% last year!). Interestingly, one of the few titles to record an
increase year on year was The Economist, up 6.4%. Interesting times indeed.
News websites do not work like printed magazines. To attract regular traffic they have to be ultra topical,
immediate, what’s new today? etc. But like printed magazines, provided there is informed editing, they can
be excellent sources of reference and legacy information, indeed search features can do this much better
than any archive of printed material. They are also getting easier to read on the move through tablet devices.

...the trend here
is relentless too;
and downward
in most cases (it
was sad to see
that the Beano
dropped 20%
last year!).

Despite these disruptive changes for us print publishers, most of us are working on our own digital switchover plans. For readers, our strength lies in understanding the value of properly edited copy, sifting the
dross (and believe me there is far too much over-hyped nonsense from the supplier side that arrives in my
inbox daily!) and in providing concise reporting on what’s happening that also provides context. So
readers, as the title says, please watch this space for further developments. In the meantime, enjoy this
issue of GiSPro and do tell me what you think of it.
Stephen Booth, editor

“
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“

For the moment, where printed magazines and newspapers score is convenience, portability and ease of
reading – no sudden interference (pop-ups), no wait in going to a new page and no struggling to read a
graph or chart. Photos too have higher impact. For regular print readers, it also helps that you visualise
and compartmentalise articles – the brain logs that you saw it in the issue with the vivid red crime map
on the front cover. Finding that article in the digital environment will rest on how good the search engine
is and whether it’s behind a paywall.
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Author Robin McLaren recently
presented at a UN crowd-sourcing
event in Geneva to an audience of
over 60 UN and World Bank
officials, scientists, and other
sectoral NGOs like Ushahdidi,
Oxfam and OpenStreetMap.
Crowdsourcing uses internet and
online tools to get citizens to capture
spatially enabled information. It is
currently used to support scientific
evidence-gathering and to record
events for disaster management, such
as the recent Haiti earthquake and
Libya crises. Read more about this
subject on page 16.

Old photos
captured by Space
Mission Camera

GiSProfessional

Aerial survey company Bluesky is accelerating the digitisation of its historic
archive of aerial photographs of the UK following the acquisition of a new
camera from the same range used by NASA on the Apollo space missions. The
high end DSLR Hasselblad camera is being used to photograph original survey
films dating back to the 1940s in order to make the images available to view
and purchase online. The camera can capture high resolution images in a
fraction of the time it currently takes to scan each frame, reducing prices.
“Using the Hasselblad we can process an entire film in a matter of
minutes compared to the many hours it would take to scan,” explains
James Eddy, technical director. The method is suitable for 90 per cent of
customers but Bluesky can still offer scanned images for more technical
applications as well as hard copy prints together with letters of
authenticity and other professional services.
The Hasselblad H4D-50MS being used by Bluesky has an extra large
sensor – measuring twice the physical size of the largest 35mm DSLR
sensors, as well as True Focus with Absolute Position Lock (APL) for accurate
composing at close range with shallow depth-of-field. “Each frame of film
produces a photograph that is about 150Mb,” says Eddy. “Our first priority
is those films already referenced on the OldAerialPhotos website and we
estimate these films will result in approximately 70Tb of data. The entire
archive – currently over 1.5 million images dating back as far as 1917 – will
be about 250Tb, more than four times the volume of all the images for
Google Earth!”
Bluesky’s archive has some of the earliest commercial aerial survey
images of UK cities and towns,and form a valuable resource for anyone
with a personal or professional interest in local studies, genealogy,
boundary disputes, environmental land use research or town planning.
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Maximising data The
Government has set up a Data
Strategy Board and a Public Data
Group. The move, which follows the
announcements about a Public
Data Corporation, is aimed at
maximising the value of the data
from the Met Office, Ordnance
Survey, the Land Registry and
Companies House. It will make
available for free a range of core
reference datasets from these
www.gisprofessional.co.uk

bodies to support the development
of high-value data businesses.

Asking the crowd A
groundbreaking research report from
the Royal Institution of Chartered
Surveyors (RICS) investigates using
crowd-sourcing to improve land
tenure security in poor communities
worldwide. The research includes
case studies from Haiti, Kenya, South
Sudan and Canada.

CONTRACTS & PROJECTS
On demand GIS for
residents One of London’s
largest boroughs is using eSpatial
OnDemand GIS to develop an
online map to help its constituents
find information about their area.
“About Your Area” (AYA) enables
Croydon residents to view an
interactive map of the local area,
and to select and view the locations
of services and amenities, such as
local schools, bus stops, recycling
centres and libraries.
AYA also allows users to set a
home address and search for
“nearest etc”. Once a home address
is set, the application can produce a
brief summary for the location,
listing the local councillor, MP,
council tax band, rubbish and
recycling collections, as well as the
nearest school, library and park.
More than 600 amenities are already
in the system, with more to come.
With geospatial data and
analysis forming an important part
of its remit, the council already uses
eSpatial OnDemand GIS as an
internal mapping tool. Deciding to
leverage the same platform and
information to keep constituents
informed has enabled a key
organisational objective in an
efficient and cost-effective manner.
“Our aim is to deliver an
outstanding online experience to
our residents,” says Croydon’s ecommunications manager, Daniel

Sweeting. “About Your Area
provides a scaleable solution that
delivers this information.” More at
http://www.croydon.gov.uk/aya.

N. Yorks opts for
Symphony Bluelight North
Yorkshire Fire and Rescue Service
has opted for Aligned Assets’
corporate gazetteer management
system, Symphony Bluelight. They
join a group that includes the
award winning Merseyside Fire and
Rescue Service and the British
Transport Police. As the only
gazetteer system in the UK that is
compatible with the Ordnance
Survey’s AddressBase Premium,
Symphony Bluelight will provide
North Yorkshire Fire and Rescue
Service with tools for an
operationally-ready corporate
gazetteer.
Covering over 8,280 square
kilometres, including the Yorkshire
Dales and the North York Moors,
the service will use their new
system to build on the OS
AddressBase data with many nonpostal addresses that are essential
to their work such as moorland
features, potholes and caves, along
with special risk premises. Further
plans will integrate the corporate
gazetteer into frontline and back
office systems through the use of
Aligned Assets’ integration software
like Symphony SinglePoint and
Symphony iExchange.
“We’re delighted to welcome
North Yorkshire as the tenth Fire
and Rescue Service to select
Symphony Bluelight for their
corporate gazetteer management
system,” says Dinesh
Thanigasalam, managing director
of Aligned Assets. “The plans they
have for their gazetteer are very
exciting, offering an ever improving
service to the public. We look
forward to supporting them every
step of the way.”

Stratus for Barnsley Barnsley
Council, which won a “most
improved” at last November’s
GeoPlace awards, reports that it has
successfully deployed a web-based
joining the geography jigsaw
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To get your company featured on these pages call Sharon Robson on +44 (0)1438 352617
mapping platform, integrating the
former’s technology and Blom’s
high resolution oblique and
satellite imagery. The move sees a
new integrated mapping platform
for local search and information
portals on web and mobile
platforms. The new common
solution is especially adapted to
online Yellow Pages and public
transportation markets as well as
local government and large portals.

Partners for
marine
mapping

eSpatial’s Canadian venture

Partnership offer mapping
platform OnYourMap and Blom

eSpatial has signed Griffin Partners,
a commercial real estate
development, management and
leasing company, to utilise
OnDemand GIS, eSpatial’s SaaS
business data mapping software.
Griffin Partners, a strategic partner
of iCORE Global, headquartered in
Houston, TX, specialises in acquiring
and managing key commercial
properties. Using the GIS will
enable the organisation to create
clear, visual maps of their business
data with geospatial analysis and
visually-oriented reporting. By
employing SaaS delivery, OnDemand
GIS makes business data mapping
available to a much wider range of
organisations, including commercial
real estate companies.

have announced a partnership
along with the release of a
common high performance

MoD backs GEOINT A team led
by Envitia, including Helyx SIS Ltd,

Companies operating in the marine and coastal zone around the world
can now access up-to-date and detailed digital map data through
emapsite’s geoportal following a partnership with independent marine
data specialists OceanWise. The portal will host raster tiled chart and
vector marine themes data including raster images of the popular UKHO
series of nautical charts and a new generation of marine topographic
mapping and seabed surface models created by OceanWise. Among
those to benefit from the partnership will be engineers, insurers, port
and harbour operators, government agencies, environmental
consultancies and energy suppliers.

University of Nottingham, University
College London and QinetiQ has
been awarded a two-year £1.9m
contract by Defence Science and
Technology Laboratory (Dstl),
Advanced Geospatial information
and Intelligence Services (AGIS)
research programme. Included are

development of science and
technology, methods and
techniques to underpin and improve
the handling and understanding of
GEOINF/GEOINT within the MoD
and other government departments.
The research will be exploitable
over the next 5-10 years and will

GiSProfessional

mapping application to publish data
internally across the organisation
and externally to improve
communications with the local
community. Barnsley’s Andrew
d’Andilly says: “We chose the
MapInfo Stratus SaaS (Software as
a Service) option because the cost
and flexibility of the solution far
outweighed any risks associated
with not having the technology inhouse. It is half the cost of
alternative solutions and PBBI
guarantees 99.9% availability.”
Using Stratus, Barnsley has
created MyProperty, a service
whereby citizens can enter their
postcode and access all the
necessary information about their
area, including schools, doctors and
service schedules. Citizens can also
access the Council’s interactive maps
enabling them to activate overlays
on top of a detailed map to
highlight, for instance, car parks.
Other overlay options include ‘waste
recycling sites’, ‘police stations’,
‘highway closure diversions’ and
‘pedestrian areas’. Citizens are also
able to access aerial photography
and historical mapping of the region.
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Pléiades launch
success
Launched 17 December 2011 from
French Guiana by Astrium, Pléiades
1A sent back its first images three
days after being placed into orbit.
The satellite offers 50cm imagery
and is the first of two identical
satellites that will image the Earth
for more than ten years. The high
resolution imagery will pave the
way for finer mapping, more
detailed photo-interpretation,
enhanced services and a new
range 3D products. With the
addition of Pléiades 2 later this
year, the two satellites will be
operated on a phased orbit,
enabling a daily revisit capacity
anywhere on Earth.
Image shows part of Cairo and the Pyramids
©Astrium

identify opportunities for rapid
development and insertion of
geospatial technology.

Unis win with Intergraph
Intergraph has awarded University
College London (UCL) and Aberdeen
University, Registered Research
Laboratory (RRL) grants. The move
provides access to an extensive
suite of desktop and web-based
geospatial software (including
version upgrades and a helpdesk
package) at no cost. The software
will support research and teaching
activities with students benefitting
from free personal education
licences for Intergraph’s desktop
GIS package, GeoMedia
Professional.

GiSProfessional
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eSpatial has released a white paper
explaining the value of analysing
location data, aimed at business
people unfamiliar with the
discipline. Entitled Location matters:
The case for location intelligence,
the paper explores the value of data
with a geographic component, and
the benefits that analysing it can
www.gisprofessional.co.uk

bring. The paper is available at: http://
info.espatial.com/LocationMatters.html
This year marks the tenth
anniversary of the disaster mapping
charity MapAction. The charity
provides key mapping to agencies
and governments in disaster struck
areas around the world. To date,
the charity has responded to thirty
humanitarian emergencies around
the world. Founded originally as
Aid for Aid, the charity was the
inspiration of an aid worker
operating in Kosovo, and initially
used GIS to help reconstruction
work there in the late 1990s.
The Open Geospatial Consortium
has announced the formation of a
new Technical Committee Standards
Working Group (SWG) to advance
the Indoor GML standard. The SWG
ia aiming at a common schema
framework for interoperability
between indoor navigation
applications that cover a wide
spectrum of applications such as
indoor LBS, indoor web-map
services, indoor emergency control,
guiding services for visually
handicapped persons in indoor
space, and indoor robotics.

If you were wondering what has
happened to the massive Aerofilms
archive of photography you will be
relieved to learn that much of it
will shortly be available through
English Heritage’s “Britain from
Above” project, which is digitising,
cleaning and stabilising the
negatives. Over 7,500 negatives
have been scanned so far and the
number is growing daily. GiSPro
hopes to bring you more on this in
due course.
The European Association of
Remote Sensing Laboratories
(EARSeL) is holding a symposium
“Advances in Geosciences” on
Mykonos Island, Greece, 21-24 May
2012. More at http://www.earsel.
org/symposia/2012-symposiumMykonos/index.php.
Eurozone problems were
underlined in a new study from
Gfk Marketing. The study indicates
that Germans will each have
around euros 400 more per capita
in disposable income this year
than in 2011. But this growth is
expected to be almost completely
counterbalanced by rising prices.
Germans’ consumer potential

varies widely from region to
region. The study reveals that
Hamburg will oust Bavaria as the
nation’s federal state with the
highest purchasing power.
A strategic partnership between
eSpatial and energy IT consultants
Aventine Consulting will focus on
the provision of eSpatial’s SaaS
OnDemand GIS. The partnership
grants Aventine exclusive resale
rights to eSpatial OnDemand GIS in
the energy and natural resources
industries in western Canada.
GI_Forum 2012 is set for Salzburg,
Austria 3-6 July this year. With
tracks on GIScience & Technology
and Learning with GI, there is a
focus on geovisualisation, society,
learning and their interrelationships. The interdisciplinary
event is expected to attract an
international audience,
communicating in English, and
sharing an interest in moving
theory, methods and techniques
into GI applications. The Forum will
run concurrently with the German
language conference on Applied
Geoinformatics – AGIT
(www.agit.at). The two symposia
share the innovative AGIT EXPO
exhibit plus social events.

Avenza’s MAPublisher cartographic
software won recognition from the
International Map Trade Association
(IMTA) conference in Bangkok last
November. Winning the coveted
‘IMTA Global Award’, which
recognises the best products from
three international Map Trade
Association regions, for its
pioneering PDF Maps app, Peter
Davis, president, IMTA, Asia-Pacific
says: “PDF Maps app is a
wonderful and innovative new
solution for delivering digital GPSenabled maps to smartphones and
tablet devices”, adding, “The
growing trend for the use of an
embedded, iTunes-like, digital map
store is a revolution that promises
to change the way in which maps
are purchased and delivered in the
21st century.”
joining the geography jigsaw
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Downs named for GeoPlace

Feldman signs with 1Spatial

Carolyn Downs, newly appointed
chief executive of the Local
Government Association (LGA), has
been named as a director and board
member for GeoPlace LLP. Richard
Mason, GeoPlace’s MD said: “We are
proud that Carolyn has agreed to join
the GeoPlace Board. This is an
indication of the strategic importance
of the partnership to the LGA”.
GeoPlace is responsible for the single
definitive spatial address and street
database for England and Wales using
data from Ordnance Survey, Royal
Mail and the Valuation Office Agency.

Steven Feldman is joining 1Spatial in
a “strategic consulting role”. The
engagement will see him providing
strategic advice on the development
of the company’s GIS business unit,
which principally involves public
sector organisations and utilities.
Welcoming the signing, MD Nic
Snape, said: “Steven has held various
senior positions within the geospatial
industry over the last 14 years
including managing director of GDC
and managing director of MapInfo
UK, as well as being a previous
‘Innovation Champion’ for Ordnance

Survey. More recently, he has been
running his own consulting practice,
KnowWhere Consulting, which
specialises in strategic advice and
business plan execution.
Feldman adds:“It is a privilege
to be working with a company that
has such a long and distinguished
history of delivering complex spatial
data engineering solutions.”

Eagle lands at 1Spatial
David Eagle has joined 1Spatial as
principal consultant, focusing on FMErelated services. This will enable the
company to expand its current FME
offerings to include certified training
courses and consulting services and
establish an FME ‘practice’. With over
13 years’ experience in the geospatial
sector, Eagle has worked in both the
public and private sector. He has held
Certified FME Professional and Trainer
status since 2007.

Gregory joins KOREC

Dominic Gregrory has been
appointed survey sales consultant for
Lincolnshire, Yorkshire and the North
East by KOREC. He has over 11 years
of site-based experience in surveying
and project management roles and
has gained extensive hands-on
experience of both GPS and optical
instruments in his previous positions
for Halcrow, Jacobs and Tata. He will
be responsible for sales and hire of
the Trimble range of survey
instruments. Dominic holds a degree
in surveying & mapping science and is
a chartered surveyor.

GiSProfessional
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linked data: geography

Figure 1: AddressBase Premium uses a data
structure based on BS7666:2006 with the
high level model shown here.
ABOUT A YEAR AGO in this magazine, Robin Waters
and Les Rackham1 wrote a two-part paper on Linked
Data. We do not need to repeat any of what they
said. The articles are a fine introduction to the
concept of linked data and contain a comprehensive
set of references.

The New Home It was decided by the participants
in the DNF groups that governance should pass to a
well-established neutral organisation and the British
Computer Society (BCS) was chosen as an
appropriate body. The BCS has held a number of
joint events with the UK Location Council in the last
12 months. So in December 2011, a Task Force SubGroup was formed within the BCS with a view to
recommending good practice.
The collective experience of a group of GI
practitioners is available to undertake specific tasks that
will test how linked data principles can be applied to
location information. The BCS renamed its Geospatial
Specialist Group at the same time to the Location
Information Specialist Group (LISG). This now has a
Linked Data sub-group. The remainder of the funds
contributed by the former DNF sponsors can be used to
tackle some real world problems around linked data.
This is intended to lead to the publication of practical
advice gleaned from good professional practice.

Whither DNF? The title is inspired by that of a paper written by Lowenthal in
the Association of American Geographers in the early 1960s. His thesis was that there was a
dichotomy in geography between social and physical geography. The one might reside in
social sciences the other in earth sciences, in which case there was no need for geography as a
separate university discipline. This may or may not be the case in academia. Mike Sanderson
(1Spatial) and Jamie Justham (Dotted Eyes) leave it to you to judge for yourself. Their theme
is similar and relates to the Digital National Framework (DNF).
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Computers must
be able to make
such decisions if
they (and we)
are to make
sense of the
phenomenal
growth in large
volume,
disparate and
heterogeneous
multi-media
datasets.
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Somewhat surprisingly, the Digital National
Framework (DNF) did not receive a mention in these
articles, since Les Rackham was responsible for pulling
together the majority of the technical publications that
the DNF group produced. The DNF concept is based on
associating user data with reference objects in a
comprehensive dataset such as the Topographic Area
features of the OS MasterMap Topography Layer. In that
case, the association would use the TOID, which is a
meaningless master data reference, but which has a
lifecycle of its own and can be managed by a machine
(more on this later).
The legacy of the DNF work is world-class. For
example, it led directly to the UK taking the lead in
amending the referencing concepts within the EU’s
INSPIRE specifications to include Linked Data alongside
the original unique reference number concept.
So where should DNF go from here, given the
undoubted excitement around linked data? We don’t
want to re-invent any wheels, so we describe a
number of activities that, we hope, will enable
geography to play a key role in aggregating linked
data stores. These include finding a new ‘home’ for
DNF and setting up work programmes that will build
on the knowledge acquired in using geography to link
data over the last two decades and pass it into the
new paradigm.

Task Force Sub-Group Work Programme It is
proposed that the Task Force should arrange to
undertake some specified work items. We felt we
needed to focus effort, given the statement made
about linked data by Rackham and Waters (ibid):
“Arguably, there is a ‘chicken and egg’
problem in respect of tools and data and also
business justification.”
It was decided that a fruitful starting point would be
British addresses. We aim to organise the AddressBase
Premium dataset, together with associated data from
other sources, into linked data form.

Address Data Geographic information (GI) largely
concerns the location of different ‘objects’ (whether
conceptually physical or social!) and the spatial
relationships between them. Examples include which
county contains a certain city and how many schools
are within 15 minutes walk of a particular property.
We believe that the DNF principles for managing GI
data have something in common with ‘triples’ in the
Resource Description Framework (RDF), with a location
being the subject, a spatial relationship being the
predicate and a reference feature being the object – e.g.
this building is within that conservation area. In the
joining the geography jigsaw
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linked data concept the subject, predicate and object
would all have Uniform Resource Identifiers (URIs).
AddressBase Premium is the Ordnance Survey
product name for the most comprehensive output
from the National Address Gazetteer maintained by
GeoPlace (for more on GeoPlace see GiSPro
December 2011), which has input from local
government, Ordnance Survey and Royal Mail. Every
address in England and Wales is included. This
product uses a data structure based on BS7666:2006
with the following high level model (see Figure 1).
This data model is partly ‘normalised’ and the
structure of the product is well suited to a linked
data form, with a chain of links such as those shown
in the following extract (see Figure 2).

joining the geography jigsaw

also intrinsically vague, lacking generally accepted
firm boundaries between neighbouring areas (which
in many cases overlap to some degree).
These are typical examples of certain ambiguities
inherent in most geographic information. For this
reason, although AddressBase Premium comprises a very
welcome master list of addresses, it does not yet consist
of ‘definitive’ addresses. We believe that linked data
principles will help to accommodate such uncertainties
more successfully than traditional approaches. The
involvement of DNF advocates in what is essentially a
classification task is timely because decisions are already
being made about Uniform Resource Identifier (URI)
extensions that impact geographic information. For
example the ‘…/id’ extension conveys the location of a
real-world object and ‘…/so’ is the extension proposed
for a spatial object.

•
•

Postcode, based on the Code-Point Open dataset;
County and some locality names, based on the
Boundary-Line dataset.

It is now proposed that the LISG Task Force should
arrange to undertake a programme of work by setting
up an Open Source activity under the auspices of BCS.
The candidate work plan sets out to:
• Devise a Linked Data Schema covering all the
elements making up addresses, as well as associated
information, which might include council tax bands
from local authorities and rateable value
information from the Valuation Office Agency;
• Create URIs for all the elements of addresses, and
the relationships between them, in one or more
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Proposal The BCS LISG Task Force aims to participate
in solving real-world problems associated with
disseminating GI in linked data form. This is intended
to lead to the publication of practical advice gleaned
from good professional practice. Prior work has been
carried out by the Research Department of Ordnance
Survey. URIs have been created for certain elements of
addresses in Great Britain, such as:

“

Practical issues Terms such as the ‘semantic web’ and
‘ontology’, best understood by computer scientists, are
not user-friendly. Tim Berners-Lee, inventor of the World
Wide Web and still in the forefront of web development,
therefore coined the term ‘Linked Data’. However this
does not remove issues of meaning (semantics) that are
amongst the most obstinate barriers to the sharing of
data. The most common manifestation of the problem is
an assertion that ‘Figure 3 is the Sydney Harbour
Bridge’, when in fact it is only a picture of the bridge.
This distinction may seem trivial to a human reader but
is fundamental for a computer making decisions about
which objects are ‘identical’. Computers must be able to
make such decisions if they (and we) are to make sense
of the phenomenal growth in large volume, disparate
and heterogeneous multi-media datasets.
From sensor networks to social networks, and
from user-generated (crowd sourced) content to the
opening up of public sector data, there has never
been so much information so freely available. We
therefore have unprecedented opportunities to
address many of society’s greatest challenges in
energy, transport, planning, government and beyond.
If the latent power of this information can be linked
together and harnessed for re-use, it will underpin
reinvigorated innovation, productivity, competition,
and socio-economic growth. This will benefit
businesses and consumers alike. Research conducted
by the Challenge Network2 using a geographical
analogy where a megabyte of digital data is equivalent
a square metre on the earth’s globe suggests that the
equivalent of 1700 globes will be covered completely
by 2020. The 2010 status is equivalent to one globe.
The diagram in Figure 2 above illustrates some of
the ways in which different names (and different
spellings of the same name) may be presented for
geographical entities that are either the same or
similar. For example, the set of street names on the
right-hand side directly reflect the contents of the
various disparate data sources which are conflated
by GeoPlace. On the left-hand side are the town and
locality names which may be subject to similar
variations in presentation. Their spatial extents are

Figure 2:
Illustrates some
of the ways in
which different
names may be
presented for
geographical
entities that are
the same or
similiar.
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sample areas of Great Britain,
including an area where Welsh
language names are used;
• Publish, perhaps through a
blog as well as more formal
papers, information on the
challenges encountered, the
options for dealing with them
and recommended techniques.
Figure 3: Semantics –
this is not the Sydney
Harbour Bridge. It is a
picture of the bridge –
trivial to a human but
fundamental to a
computer!

Conclusion The Linked Data initiative is set to
maintain its momentum, and will certainly embrace
GI. We in the GI world might be able to solve some
of the problems it will encounter based on our
acquired knowledge. Without putting words into
Berners-Lee’s mouth, the web’s development must
involve managing knowledge. This initiative is one
way of making a contribution. If you would like to
get involved then please contact the authors or use
the BCS website to leave a message.
References:
1) Linked data: the new paradigm for geographic
information? L. Rackham and R. Waters (GISPro,
Feb 2011 (Issue 38) & April 2011 (Issue 39))
2) www.chforum.org
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BY THE TIME YOU read this, the great experiment
called Code Year (http://www.codeyear.com) will
be two months old. Code Year is a free, weekly
series of lessons delivered via e-mail to anyone
wanting to learn JavaScript. It’s a terrific marketing
idea from the company, Codecademy (http://
www.codecademy.com/), a venture-backed startup
focused on teaching people to code.
The rush of New Year’s excitement and a welldeveloped marketing campaign (when you sign up,
it’s posted to Twitter) prompted 350,000 people to
sign up for the “course” in the early weeks of January.
There are probably more now and, of course, some
dropouts.

schutzberg

half the lessons, they should pick up some key ideas
of programming, ideas that might help them better
understand, interact with, and encourage the
programmers in their world. It might even give
them the confidence needed to take on some
coding or scripting challenge they face at school,
work or life.
For the record, I’m not a programmer. I studied
FORTRAN in graduate school. I did well in the course,
but never used it. The first programming language I
learned that I actually used was AutoLISP, a version
of LISP used to automate tasks in AutoCAD. I learned
it because I was in charge of building some
demonstrations to show off a new GIS based on

Learn to code in just a few hours a week!

Challenges of modern life? The lessons are done
on a website where code is typed into one field and
responses and errors are delivered in another. Hints
and help are always available. Several people
tackling the lessons are sharing their reflections. Two
key themes pop up regularly:
•
•

“

I predict the
vast majority of
those who sign
up will not
master coding
in JavaScript in
any meaningful
way.

Distraction
Boredom

The first is simply a challenge of our modern life. If
you are “on the computer” you are ready to be
distracted by e-mail, Twitter, Pandora, etc. If your cell
phone is nearby (whose isn’t?) that’s another set of
possible distractions.
Boredom is not necessarily a challenge of
modern life, but it might be a challenge of modern
education. The only way Codecademy could offer a
free course to any one who signed on, was with a
rather generic offering.

A question of motivation Does this mean Code
Year is bound to fail? Yes and no. I predict the vast
majority of those who sign up will not master
coding in JavaScript in any meaningful way. But,
that does not mean students will end 2012 without
learning anything. If they plug away and do maybe

“
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AutoCAD. It was that goal that kept me charged up
about learning the language. I worked through a
book and at the same time began building my first
demonstration (Maplewood).
Even with that bit of programming knowledge I
found my conversations with the product’s
programming team easier. We spoke something like
the same language! A few years later I taught
myself Avenue because I really needed some
functionality that was not available. Again, I was
highly motivated. More recently I had to learn a bit
about Python. No, it was not to write some code
for ArcGIS; It was to run a tiny open source
program on my iPod Shuffle. I knew enough to use
the Web to make that happen. Again, I was highly
motivated.
I believe that any little bit that nonprogrammers involved in geospatial know about
programming can help them navigate today’s
technology-filled world. That said, instead of a
generic coding course from Code Year, it might be
more valuable to find a small programming task
(even automating Excel) that you are motivated to
accomplish. I guarantee it will be far more fun and
more
rewarding,
when
completed,
than
alphabetising a list of colours or counting the
number of letters in your name.

www.gisprofessional.co.uk
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It may have escaped you that 2012 is Code Year with the opportunity to learn Java Script
free of charge. Adena Schutzberg wonders how many will stay the course. Maybe only a
few but even the stragglers who give up half way may learn something of value.
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Above: Spitz’s travels
as recorded by
Deutsche Telecom.

WE SAW A YEAR OF PRIVACY SCARES in 2011
ranging from phone hacking to phone tracking.
During the year, it was discovered that several
‘smartphones’, with operating systems or apps from
firms such as Apple, Google and Microsoft, have
been keeping records of users’ locations and, in
some cases, transmitting that data back to the
parent company.
These revelations prompted hysteria and
paranoia around the globe, with several of the firms

explicitly state that they may undertake activities
that would transmit your position. Apple’s terms and
conditions, for example, state that Apple has the
right to ‘collect, use, and share precise location
data, including the real-time geographic location of
your Apple computer or device’. The fact that noone ever reads the full 15,200 word terms and
conditions, means that Apple could legitimately
conceal almost anything in there. This practice has
led to arguments that applications and phones
should prompt users to opt in when position data
collection and transfer occur.
However, the dislike of a company being able to
track your movements is, in today’s society,
unfortunate. Many companies already perform this
activity – without needing to get a user’s permission.
Bank and credit cards, Oyster cards, non-GPS phones
(through cell id or trilateration) and storecards can all
be used to build a history of our locations and
activities and the patterns that can be deduced. This
capability was illustrated in 2008 by Malte Spitz, a
German MP. He used the German courts to access his

Worried about locational privacy? You should be with
devices like phones and sat-navs tracking our every move, not to mention careless use of
social networking sites and retail outlets when we use credit cards. But although younger
users may be less concerned by ‘Big Brother’, argues Neil Waghorn, they should still
understand the threats.
‘People have really gotten comfortable not only sharing more information and different kinds, but more openly and with more people’.
– Mark Zuckerberg
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facing multiple lawsuits from their users. Now that
the outcry has simmered down a little, perhaps we
can assess the impact of GPS-enabled smartphones
on what we will call locational privacy.
The primary concern about smartphones recording
and broadcasting their location is that users dislike
the idea of a company knowing their movement
history, and therefore some of their activities. There
is also a concern that the information may be
accidently revealed to the public, other individuals or
third parties, and that it might be used for malicious
purposes such as blackmail, stalking or worse. If a
user’s whereabouts are stored on the phone then its
loss could potentially expose their travel information
and habits.

Are the concerns valid? Smartphones that report
your whereabouts do, in theory, limit a person’s
privacy. However, it can be argued that this has the
agreement of the user who has bought the phone,
downloaded the app, switched it on, and enabled
GPS functionality. The individual has therefore
chosen to limit their own locational privacy.
The phone companies and apps suppliers do

records from Deutsche Telekom. Using this data and
other information, such as his tweets, it was possible
to reconstruct his movements for six months. Spitz’s
revelations led to a political debate over locational
data and the possible government actions that might
help to protect it (Source: Zeit.de).

It’s for commercial gain Companies and apps may
keep track of our whereabouts for many reasons.
Generally speaking it is for commercial gain rather
than anything more personal or sinister. Knowing our
current preferences for coffee shops might be used
to reinforce our loyalty to one brand or to try and get
us to try another. This is exactly the same as the way
in which adverts in your browser will reflect your
browsing habits (perhaps to your embarrassment)
and we can no longer assume, if we ever could, that
two people browsing the same website will have
identical experiences. If we have been to four Thai
restaurants within ten minutes walk of our house (or
wherever our phone sits every night) over the last
month, an app may send us an advert about a new
Thai restaurant just around the corner. If you don’t
like the app doing this, then delete the app. Simple.
joining the geography jigsaw
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What can be done? There are a limited number of
steps that can be taken to help preserve what
remains of our locational privacy. The most radical
would be for us to stop using the smartphone or app
that tracks our location. However, as technology
develops and spreads into other areas of our lives,
these applications become harder to avoid. An easier
option would be to limit the amount of information
we voluntarily submit. Just because you can use
applications such as Facebook Places and Twitter to
mark our location doesn’t mean that we must. Many
applications that use GPS have default ‘sharing’, but
we can override a default and application providers
could be forced to default to privacy. And how many
of us still leave all the information on our phones
(smart or otherwise) exposed without even password
protection?
Society’s opinions on privacy have often been in
conflict with the latest technology. The introduction
of CCTV caused a backlash against ‘Big Brother’
spying, as did having biometric data on passports.
Over time, however, the paranoia over the invasion
of privacy or over reliance on sophisticated
technology seems to fade and the gadgets or
systems become accepted. Locational data being
gathered by Smartphones is another advanced
technology that is already becoming ubiquitous. To
echo Zuckerberg: social norms are changing.

About the author
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Society is changing, with locational information
becoming increasingly dispersed and GPS technology
becoming integral to our daily lives. Facebook
founder, Mark Zuckerberg, noted in an interview last
year that: ‘People have really gotten comfortable not
only sharing more information and different kinds,
but more openly and with more people. That social
norm is just something that has evolved over time’.
Zuckerberg may be correct – while older
generations are more reluctant to reveal information
online, the generation that grew up with the
Internet, doesn’t have the same fear of ‘Big Brother’.
Of course common sense should always be enabled.
Blatantly sharing our (real) addresses on-line and
then announcing holiday plans and dates has already
exposed some, literally, to daylight robbery.

You know how much
you want one
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tenure

Left: The benefits of
modern land systems.

ONLY 1.5BN OF THE estimated 6bn land parcels
worldwide have land rights formally registered in land
administration systems. Many of the 1.1bn slum dwellers
and further billions living under social tenure systems
wake up every morning to the threat of eviction. These
people are the poor and most vulnerable and are
excluded any form of security of tenure; they are trapped
in poverty. Increasing global population and the rush to
urbanisation is only going to turn this gap into a chasm.

simply not enough land professionals worldwide,
even with access to new technologies. To quickly
reduce this inequality, we need new, innovative and
scalable approaches to the problem. This is one of
our fundamental global challenges.
This research paper explores ‘crowdsourcing’ as a
means of extending registers of property rights.
Crowdsourcing uses the internet and online tools to
obtain information from citizen volunteers. It is currently
used to support scientific evidence-gathering and to
record events in disaster management, as witnessed in
the recent Haiti and Libya crises, for example.
A key challenge of this innovative approach is how
to ensure authenticity of the crowdsourced land rights
information. The research paper explores applicability
of the approaches adopted by wikis, e-commerce and
other mobile information services and recommends
the use, initially, of trusted intermediaries within
communities, who have been trained and have
worked with local land professionals.

Limitations of existing LAS Despite the clear link
between effective LAS and efficient land markets, a
number of factors limit the scope for implementation:
•

Costs are significant and national solutions can take
from five to more than 20 years to implement.

Crowdsourcing for Land Administration The closing
of the ‘security of tenure gap’ experienced by the poor and vulnerable in the developing
world is of critical importance to future global economic progress. Robin McLaren
explains how crowdsourcing could help to solve the problem.
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This groundbreaking collaborative research
project from RICS and Know Edge Ltd, an
independent ICT and Land Policy consultancy,
explores one possible solution to the tenure gap:
establishing partnerships between land professionals
and citizens that encourage and support citizens to
capture directly and maintain information about
their land rights. The research presents a vision of
how this might be implemented and investigates
how the risks associated with this collaborative
approach could be managed.

Land administration systems Land administration
systems (LAS) provide the formal governance
structures within a nation that define and protect
rights in land, including non-formal or customary
institutions. Their benefits range from guarantee of
ownership and security of tenure, through support for
environmental monitoring, to improved urban
planning, infrastructure development and property tax
collection. Successful land markets depend on them.
The security of tenure gap cannot be quickly
filled using the current model for registering
properties through land professionals. There are

•

Overly complex procedures lead to high servicedelivery costs and end-user charges, which
exclude the poor and the vulnerable.
• Lack of a supporting land policy framework
ensures that the LAS do not deliver against the
main drivers of land tenure: land markets and
socially desirable land use.
• Insufficient support for social and customary tenure
systems excludes large sections of the population.
• Lack of transparency encourages corruption in
the land sector and discourages participation.
• Communication channels to customers are either
office or internet-based and lead to geographic
discrimination or exclusion through the ‘digital
divide’.
• A mortgage requires a bank account and a credit
rating, both out of reach of the poor and those
remote from financial services.
• Cadastral surveys using professional surveyors
are normally mandatory and subject to high fees.
It is estimated that there are around 6bn land parcels
or ownership units worldwide, but only 1.5bn are
formally registered and have security of tenure. Within
many of the 4.5bn unregistered parcels, 1.1bn people

joining the geography jigsaw
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Although citizens can provide their crowdsourced data
through a number of traditional channels, including
paper, mobile phones are proving to be the device of
choice. Mobile phones have made a bigger difference
to the lives of more people, more quickly, than any
previous communications technology. They have spread
faster and proved easier and cheaper to adopt. In the
10 years before 2009, mobile phone penetration rose
from 12% of the global population to nearly 76%. It is
estimated that around 5bn people have mobile phones
already and 6bn will have them in 2013.
Recently, the fastest growth has been in
developing countries, which had 73% of the world’s
mobile phones in 2010, according to estimates from
the International Telecommunications Union
(www.itu.int/ITU-D/ict/statistics/). In 1998, there were
fewer than 4m mobiles on the African continent. Today,
there are more than 500m. In Uganda alone, 10m
people, or about 30 percent of the population, own a
mobile phone, and that number is growing rapidly every
year. For Ugandans, these ubiquitous devices are more
than just a handy way of communicating; they are a way
of life (Fox, 2011). Not all phones in the developing
world are in individual use; some are a communal asset
of the household or village.
Due to their high ownership levels and widespread
geographic coverage, especially in developing
countries, mobile phones are an excellent channel for
obtaining crowdsourced land administration information.
But are they affordable and do they have the
necessary functionality?

The rise of smart phones and tablets Telecommunications has developed exponentially. Phones
have changed and there is a big shift from holding a
phone to your ear to holding it in your hand.
Smartphones are able to browse the web, send and
receive emails, and run applications, as well as

joining the geography jigsaw

Above: Mobile phones have made a bigger difference to the lives of more
people, more quickly, than any previous communications technology. In
2010, developing countries had 73% of the world’s mobile phones.
storing contacts and calendars, sending text
messages and (occasionally) making phone calls.
Although smart phones may cost around US$600
(£379) today, the volume of sales and frugal
innovation will drive the cost down to an estimated
US$75 in 2015. A US$100 smartphone has already
arrived on the streets of Nairobi. Before the end of
the decade, every phone sold will be what we’d now
call a smartphone and cost US$25.
The emergence of tablets is also providing an
opportunity for supporting crowdsourced information,
especially graphical information. This technology will
play a significant role in the future of crowdsourcing.

Vision of a crowdsourced LAS This increase in
mobile phone functionality, its migration to lowercost devices through frugal innovation and the
phenomenal market penetration of mobile
technology in developing countries have opened up
the prospect of it being used to deliver more
effective and accessible land administration services.
The possibilities are explored below.
1. Accessing customer information services.
Already, a whole new generation of innovative
information services, in fields such as agriculture and
health, are being provided to users of mobile phones
in developing countries.
2. Recording land rights.
The mobile phone will allow citizens to record the
boundaries of their land rights. This can be achieved
in several ways:
•
•
•
•

marked-up paper maps photographed digitally
by phone
a textual description of the boundaries recorded
on the phone
a verbal description recorded on the phone
geotagged digital photographs of the land parcel
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The increasingly pervasive mobile phone

Global mobile cellular
subscriptions, total and per
100 inhabitants, 2000-2010.

“

live in the squalor of slums. With urbanisation
predicted to increase from the current 50% to 60% in
2030 and a further 1bn likely to be added to the
world’s population over the same period, the security
of tenure gap will become a chasm. This will be
impossible to address in the foreseeable future within
the available land administration capacity.
The lack of effective, affordable and scalable LAS
solutions conspires to limit access to land
administration services by large sections of society,
especially the most vulnerable, leaving them trapped
in poverty. There is a pressing need to radically rethink
LAS: simplify procedures, reduce the cost of
transactions and open new channels for participation.
Crowdsourcing through mobile phones, for example,
offers the opportunity for land professionals to form a
partnership with citizens to create a far-reaching new
collaborative model and generate a set of LAS services
that will reach the world’s poor.

tenure
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either by extranet or internet on mobile phones.
5. Paying mortgage instalments. Secure payment of
land administration fees could be done through
mobile banking, and a simplified process would
create the potential for wider property ownership.

Implications of the new citizen collaboration
model The introduction of this new LAS model
might be perceived as radical by most land
professionals working in the land administration
sector and as a serious threat by some. The attitude
of land professionals to this new model will
determine how land administration is shaped in the
future. Here are two possible scenarios:

Above: Smart mobile
phone cyborg
functionality.

•
•

•
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recorded on the phone
a video and commentary recorded on the phone
the positions of the boundary points identified
and recorded on imagery-using products – for
example Google Maps and Bing
the co-ordinates of the boundary points recorded
directly using the GNSS capability of the phone.

In all cases, the authenticity of the captured
information would be enhanced by passive recording
of the network timestamp at the time of capture.
This information is not something that most
(99.999%) of users can tamper with.
The results of this crowdsourced or self-service
information could then be submitted electronically to
either the land registration and cadastral authority or
an open data initiative for registration. Although
there will be limitations in terms of the quality and
authenticity of the ownership rights information
provided, it could form the starting point in the
continuum of rights being proposed by UN-HABITAT.
This recognises that rights to land and resources can
have many different forms and levels.
When the captured land rights are submitted to the
property register (or shadow register), a variety of quality
checks can be applied to the submitted information,
including random checks in the field, comparisons with
other applications submitted from the same area, checks
on ownership of the mobile phone, checks on the
location of its owner through the log showing that the
phone is frequently used within that location, network
time-stamping of captured information, and contacts
with clients and their neighbours by mobile phone to
ask for clarification.
3. Obtaining title. Fees for submission of applications
for registration of title could be paid through mobile
banking and encrypted forms of land title could be
incorporated into clients’ mobile phones with
biometrics to provide proof of ownership.
4. Accessing land information. The next development stage
is to make LAS outward-facing and accessible by customers,

A ‘shadow’ property register.
In countries where land professionals reject citizen
collaboration, but there is little citizen trust in poorly
performing or corrupt land administration services
provided by the government, an alternative property
register could be created through crowdsourcing;
similar to the OpenStreetMap crowdsourced model.
Ultimately, it might either replace the government
land administration service, reinforcing the informal
land market, or be adopted by government once it
has reached a critical mass and quality.
A supplement to the formal property register.
In other countries, the new model might be
embraced as a new opportunity to accelerate the
number of properties being registered across the
country and to support a much more inclusive
solution to land administration. This would involve a
change in the role of land professionals, working
with citizens rather than for citizens.

Managing the risks As with all radical changes to
long-standing systems, there are some risks.
Can crowdsourced information be authenticated?
One of the most contentious issues surrounding
crowdsourced information is the authenticity or
validity of the information provided. So what
techniques can be used to quality-assure the
authenticity of the information to a level that would
be acceptable for inclusion in a property register?
•

•

Community knowledge workers as intermediaries
This approach would avoid open, direct
crowdsourcing, initially, and accept information
only from trusted intermediaries within
communities who had worked with local land
professionals. Over time, quality assurance
sampling would significantly decrease and the
intermediaries could help establish a network of
‘experts’ across communities.
Community-based quality assurance Quality
assurance could be provided by community
members who would take direct responsibility for
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•

The extent to which control is held by the contributor, by
the institution, or by ‘the crowd’ of contributors
assessing each other’s contributions may be different
across different implementations of crowdsourcing.

Will openness lead to more corruption? Land
administration is often perceived as one of the most
corrupt sectors of government. Although individual
amounts may be small, petty corruption on a wide scale
can add up to large sums. In India, the total amount of
bribes paid annually by users of land administration
services is estimated at US$700 million, equivalent to
three-quarters of India’s total public spending on
science, technology, and the environment. However,
one of the best means of reducing corruption within a
good governance framework is through transparency
of information and the ability to have two-way
interaction with clients.

Will land professionals form a new partnership
with citizens? This new partnership model implies
that land professionals will have a different relationship
with citizens – or ‘pro-amateurs’. The increased
collaboration with citizens opens up the opportunity for
new services to train citizens and community
intermediaries and quality-assure their crowdsourced
information, so it should not be perceived as a threat to
individual livelihoods and the profession. But will land
professionals accept this new role and will sufficient
citizen entrepreneurs provide land rights capture services
and become trusted intermediaries? Technology will
continue to challenge the relationship between ‘pro-
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Will crowdsourcing just reinforce the
informal land market? There is a danger that
the emergence and acceptance of crowdsourced
land rights information by citizens will just
reinforce the informal land markets in countries
where there is ineffective land governance,
poorly performing land administration systems
and weak formal land markets. The final
outcome of the informal or formal market will
depend on the land administration agencies’
reaction to crowdsourcing and whether they
reject or embrace it.

Who will provide the ICT infrastructure?
The implementation of crowdsourcing in land
administration requires technical infrastructure
to support the uploading, management and
maintenance of the land rights information.
The implementation could mirror the voluntary
support model of OpenStreetMap, which is
supported by University College London’s VR Centre
for the Built Environment, Imperial College London
and Bytemark Hosting, with a wide range of
supporters providing finance, open source tools or
time to support the initiative.

Above: Continuum of
tenure types (Source:
UN-HABITAT, 2008).

Conclusions Crowdsourcing within the emerging
spatially enabled society is opening up opportunities
to fundamentally rethink how professionals and
citizens collaborate to solve today’s global challenges.
This paper has identified land administration as an
area where this crowdsource-supported partnership
could make a significant difference to levels of security
of tenure around the world.
Mobile phone and personal positioning
technologies, satellite imagery, the open data
movement, web mapping and wikis are all converging
to provide the ‘perfect storm’ of change for land
professionals. The challenge for land professionals is not
just to replicate elements of their current services using
crowdsourcing, but to radically rethink how land
administration services are managed and delivered in
partnership with citizens. Land administration by the
people for the people can become a distinctly 21st
century phenomenon.
References:1) http://www.itu.int/ITU-D/ict/statistics/
• This article is an abridged version of the RICS
Reasearch paper Crowdsourcing Support of Land
Administration produced by Know Edge Ltd.

About the Author
Robin McLaren is Director of Know Edge Ltd. Email:
robin.mclaren@KnowEdge.com
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total amount of
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annually by
users of land
administration
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US$700 million...
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•

amateurs’ and land professionals, but these
drivers of change also present significant
opportunities for all concerned.

“

•

authenticity. The crowdsourced land right claims
could be posted for communities to review and
comment on. Some form of local or regional land
tribunal could be established to arbitrate on
conflicting claims. The local public display of the
results combined with the witness function of
the local land committee and the citizens will
provide societal evidence of land rights.
Wiki and e-commerce solutions A centralised user
reputation system similar to buyers rating sellers
on eBay could be used to assess the credibility of
contributors and the reliability of their
contributions.
Crowdsourcing quality assurance Some elements
of the quality assurance process do not require
local knowledge of the land rights claim and
could be crowdsourced to a network of informed
consumers and worldwide professionals, or could
even be automated.
Passive crowdsourcing quality assurance Mobile
phones can passively collect evidence that
supports validation of user-entered information e.g. the continual logging of mobile data by the
network, which confirms where phones are
frequently used, inferring the location of the
owner, and the automatic network timestamp.

tenure
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costly replacement?
Interpretation of data So we have done a bit of
digging (sic). Remember that at the previous AGI
conference, another Coal Authority paper, from Lisa
Thomas, won the best paper prize by general
acclamation. Not just for the passion and style of the
presenter but also because the audience understood
that this was a classic use of geographically
distributed information about old coal workings,
which is a vital element for understanding where
property – and potentially even lives – could be at
risk. Lisa did not major on the technology in use but
on the data – its quality, its interpretation for many
different, and often ‘naïve’, users, and the
organisational and institutional issues that arise. The
Authority had to ask: ‘Is the data ready for the
public?’ and ‘Is the public ready for the data?’.
In the context of the current drive to make public
data public, these are very pertinent questions and,
despite the downturn in the property market, it is
clear that wrong, or at least simplistic, interpretation
of this data could lead to property ‘blight’, large
changes in asset values and/or expensive decisions on
avoidance or alleviation. The Coal Authority therefore
has a clear ‘duty of care’ and this does not encompass
throwing raw data onto the web to satisfy simplistic
‘transparency’ targets. Lisa described a two-year
programme dealing with over two hundred public and
private organisations across Great Britain. As she
wrote: “We already had a comprehensive GIS
containing Coal Authority data. We already had a
track record in communicating complex GI to non
specialists through our mining reports service. We had

Today’s Coal
Authority is
more concerned
with data
mining than
black gold.

Duty of care vs cost of care? “How is that possible?”, asked
the editor in the last issue – a question triggered by reading a paper from The Coal
Authority that detailed a new GIS that cost £7 million. As promised, Robin Waters has
dug (figuratively speaking) and has come up with some answers.
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IN HIS EDITORIAL in the last edition, our editor
commented on the large amount of money spent by
the Coal Authority on the renewal of its ‘corporate
GIS’, as described by Alex Robson in his paper at AGI
Geocommunity’11 last September.
In particular, the editor questioned how a
replacement GIS – with all the data already
captured or from external sources (mainly Ordnance
Survey datasets available free of charge) – could
cost £7m for an organisation with only 130 staff.
Alex implied that the existing system, dating from
1998, was no longer supported and that GIS
technology has advanced significantly. Is this true in
the context of the Coal Authority? Could this be
another example of an overblown government IT
project? Should the original contract not have been
continuously upgraded so that support did not
cease? Could it be the dreaded ‘system integrator’
syndrome striking again?

already published some metadata through the GI
gateway and some organisations were already using
some of our data.” Lisa also mentioned the
forthcoming new ‘corporate geographic information
platform “INFERIS” that would enhance the spatial
data infrastructure with web services and automated
data transactions’ but stated that the existing
technology had to be used for the time being.

The cost saving challenge Reading between Lisa’s
lines, she alludes to several issues that challenge our
assumption that all of the Coal Authority’s data was
ready for the new system. Although more desktop
licences could have been acquired, a browser based
solution was clearly required for the 21st century.
Although internal data was interoperable, many
external stakeholders were not able to handle such
data. And although data was available for external
customers there were no web services ready. In fact I

joining the geography jigsaw
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described by the CA as ‘an enterprise operations
management system based around a central corporate
GIS’. This incorporates Oracle database software and
Esri ArcGIS and is designed, from the outset, to have
a public facing website with embedded GI
functionality. With greatly increased capability and
built in allowance for ‘support and maintenance,
technology refreshes and ongoing enhancement’, this
is clearly not just ‘like for like’ replacement. The cost
of £6.3m over the first two years does not seem too
expensive as compared to the ongoing MRSDS costs.
Inferis handles OS MasterMap and all of the legacy
data from the previous system.

Not just ‘like for like’ Cap Gemini won the original
‘design and build’ contract for the Mining Reports
and Surface Damage System (MRSDS) under the
Department of Trade and Industry’s Private Finance
Initiative arrangements. The contract was for eight
years from 1997 and was initially priced at £11m
(Cap Gemini website). We know that Cap Gemini
were still earning between £2.5 and £3m
(Parliamentary Q&A) each year between 2005 and
2010. For those of us obsessed with GIS, there is just
one mention of that term (and its use of OS LandLine
data) in the case study on the Cap Gemini site and
no mention of STAR-APIC, which provided that
element of the solution.
In August 2009, Scisys won a contract from the
Coal Authority to replace MRSDS with Inferis –

joining the geography jigsaw

Those of us old enough to remember the Aberfan
catastrophe will understand what a responsibility is
shouldered by this new system and its managers.
The Coal Authority believes that it now has a
modern system that is also ‘business owned’. Inferis
actually went live during the writing of this article
and the CA are satisfied that it will offer a much
more flexible solution so that new projects will not
be limited by technology or the choice of system.
Their CIO will not, we hope, be claiming that he is
‘locked in’ in three years time!
• To see the publicly available information go to:
http://coal.decc.gov.uk/en/coal/cms/publications/data/
map/map.aspx.
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‘Asked what
prevents the
enterprise from
achieving cost
savings, more
than 40% of
Chief
Information
Officers
answered
“existing
contract terms”
and over one
third said that
licensing
restrictions
were to blame’.
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It manages:
• Transactional services for coal mining reports and
mining information
• Public safety and subsidence incidents
• Mine entry inspections
• Property management
• Tips management
• Site maintenance
• Planning consultations processing
• Information provision to planners and major land
owners

“

think we have to admit that GIS technology has
dramatically changed in the last ten years. In the last
issue, we also looked at the future of OS MasterMap
and we should not forget that the original Coal
Authority system was designed when LandLine was still
the OS large scale product. It certainly could not be
assumed that the local authorities and other potential
users were ‘au-fait’ with such technology and in fact
this is still a problem as admitted by both Lisa and Alex.
As for the ‘system integrator’ syndrome, I don’t
think we need reminding of the complexity of many
IT projects and some high profile failures. In the most
recent edition of Computing, there is a timely article
on ‘vendor lock in’.
We are all familiar with this at the level of
individual software elements (e.g. particular file
formats or user interfaces) and we may agree that
this is now being alleviated with the advent of more
ubiquitous standards and open source software. But
the ‘lock-in’ referred to is more about the single
contract with a large ‘system integrator’ that may
encompass hardware, many different types of
software and databases, and ongoing maintenance
for several years.
These multi-million pound contracts typically tie
the hands of what the article calls ‘enterprise IT
leaders’ (we are not just talking about government
here) and do not allow for rapidly changing technology
or external factors (e.g. natural or political
environments). ‘Asked what prevents the enterprise
from achieving cost savings, more than 40% of Chief
Information Officers answered “existing contract
terms” and over one third said that licensing
restrictions were to blame’. ‘…new or alternative
technologies are not always accessible without
wholesale contract re-negotiation.’ The article
concludes that ‘vendors should listen to these concerns
to win their long term loyalty and respect’. Readers
should note that the new CA contract described below
has separated the purchase of software and hardware
from that of the system integrator – though obviously
within the overall budget.

costly replacement?
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FOR THE GEOGRAPHERS amongst us – and why
would you be reading this magazine if you are not
at least partly a geographer? – there is a lot of good
news around.
We have often mentioned the INSPIRE Directive
in this column and we should note that over 6000
comments were received in the recent closed
consultation on the data specifications for the
Annex II and III themes. These came in from 160
organisations in over 20 countries. For Annex III in
particular we are now moving away from what I
would call the geographic information industry’s
‘comfort zone’.
We are in territory where the semantics play
havoc with some of our familiar vocabularies. To
take just two examples:
–
Land Use and;
–
Land Cover
Our friends in national mapping agencies have

different emphases at different scales and at
different periods in history according to the political
or economic imperatives of the times.
Ordnance Survey emphasised the rural economy
and the ownership of land in its Irish surveys of the
19th century. It was also influenced by the
incompetence of private surveying for the railway
boom and was run until the 1980s by army officers.
OS started showing rights of way, ‘access land’ and
much more leisure related information in response to
political and social trends in the latter half of the
20th century.
Specialised land use and land cover mapping
needs further interpretation and reference to
relevant experts. The significance of different types
of vegetation – whether ‘natural’ or ‘farmed’ –
varies from user to user. And if the land was an old
industrial site – railway sidings perhaps – how
should that be recorded on a current map? One

An eye for an I? For this issue, our correspondant has no travelling
mishaps to report. But who needs minor mishaps when we have a Eurozone crisis, cruise
captains that ignore their state-of-the art navigation systems, and a sudden outburst of
nimbyism in the Chilterns?

GiSProfessional

always majored on topographic mapping – the shape
of the land (with the third dimension shown in many
different ways and levels of detail) and the visible
features thereon – with special emphasis on
anthropogenic (man-made) features such as built-up
areas, transport links, etc. There are land use and
land cover applications developed from digital
topographic mapping and it also forms the prime
resource for planning new developments. But
topographic mapping has always been a general
purpose exercise to satisfy many different users with
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Left: In December, the
European Environment
Agency announced an
online community for
developing services to
map environmental
content, the Eye on
Earth Network. This
image shows
NoiseWatch, an
application that
combines EEA data with
input from citizens to
show noise ratings.
www.eyeonearth.org
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user’s brown field development site is another
user’s new ‘village green’.

Can you satisfy all users? At a more detailed
level in an urban area, the question of the use of
buildings is vitally important to planners and to
analysts researching sites for new houses, shops or
offices. Does the most up to date data always
reflect the actual usage? Is a derelict factory or
retail unit still industrial or retail – even when they
have already been designated / planned / zoned for
residential development?
A general purpose
topographer simply cannot
know – from observation –
how to classify land use or
land cover in a way that
will satisfy all of the
potential users. Anyone
comparing local authority
development plans (now
frameworks) across Britain
will realise that there is no
common standard for
portraying existing land
cover or land use – let
alone the future plans.
And those are produced by
planning specialists! The
INSPIRE directive is trying
to harmonise a specification
that can handle 27 national

joining the geography jigsaw
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“a great leap forward in helping organisations
provide the public with authoritative data on
the environment and in helping citizens around
the world better understand some of the most

joining the geography jigsaw

Following the announcement, a four-day ‘summit’
was held in Abu Dhabi with keynote speakers that
included Bill Clinton and Jack Dangermond. We
understand that key INSPIRE experts from the EC
are involved with the Eye on Earth working groups
and that it is sponsored by the UN Environment
Programme as well as the United Arab Emirates.
We hope that Eye on Earth and INSPIRE are
complementary – though it would be surprising if
they did not overlap. Presumably ALL of the data
likely to be provided in EoE will also be subject to
INSPIRE specifications? But if datasets are made
available on a single platform to the satisfaction of
one European agency will there be much pressure
to make it available in a different format to
another? Can the EEA wait for INSPIRE? It clearly
has not waited for the Annex I data and obviously
thinks that Bing is adequate for background
mapping in the first instance. And many other
agencies simply publish their information on
Google maps.

Never overlook the users In the end, of course,
the end user will make decisions about which
initiatives and datasets are sustainable. As long as
government are prepared to pay extra for
‘definitive’ datasets they may continue – whether
used very much or not. More general purpose
datasets will have to compete or die.
We should never overlook the users. The
INSPIRE folk haven’t – the User Requirement Survey
for communities influenced by the scope of INSPIRE
Annex II+III themes is still open until the end of
March 2012. But user’s requirements have often
been lacking in previous INSPIRE deliberations. Not
for want of asking but perhaps because we have a
rather producer led process and many of the
ultimate users have not yet come forward and may
not even realise that they are going to be users?
Getting sensible and varied use cases has proved
very difficult. Elsewhere in this issue you can read
about the Coal Authority and the geographic
information that is its raison d’etre. Perhaps we
should not forget that the EU started life as the
European Coal and Steel Community – the pit
wheel has now turned full circle.

“

In the end, of
course, the end
user will make
decisions
about which
initiatives and
datasets are
sustainable.

• Robin Waters is an independent consultant
who has worked extensively in several
European countries and who has a keen
interest in the EU’s INSPIRE Directive and its
implementation.
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Eye on Earth Of course we should also consider
all the imagery becoming available that is not
classified other than by its sensor system. Aerial or
satellite imagery from a particular source should be
consistent across internal and international
boundaries – the camera never lies? INSPIRE was
set up primarily to harmonise environmental
information – or at least to make it interoperable.
And, in parallel the European Environment Agency
has been sponsoring the Eye on Earth initiative.
In December they announced – with Esri and
Microsoft – the launch of the Eye on Earth network,
an ‘online community for developing innovative
services that map environmental parameters’. This
‘new cloud computing-based network will provide a
collaborative online service for hosting, sharing and
discovering data on the environment and promotes
the principles of public data access and citizen
science’.
The network provides a ‘security-enhanced central
location for organisations to manage their geospatial
environmental content’. The user interface ‘enables
the easy creation and sharing of map-based services,
translating complex scientific data into accessible,
interactive and visual web services’. Content can be
secured for internal use or made publicly available as
web-accessible services. EoE was first launched in
2008 as a partnership between the EEA and Microsoft
aimed at 40 European and neighbouring countries.
Unsurprisingly it uses Bing for background maps and
imagery.
Current publicly available applications are
WaterWatch, AirWatch and NoiseWatch, available
for most of Europe. NoiseWatch combines the EEA’s
data with input from citizens via its mobile app
Noise Meter, which uploads the decibels to the EEA
database. See www.eyeonearth.org. These are
indeed broad-brush applications with rather
qualitative information from ‘very good’ to ‘very
bad’. London’s noise ratings for aeroplanes, road
traffic, industry and trains are very bad, very good,
moderate and very bad. Paris has very bad, very
good, very good and moderate respectively. This is
all derived by EEA from national agencies – there is
almost no metadata and it is not clear to me how
anyone would use a single measure of noise for
London or Paris!
Jacqueline McGlade, executive director of EEA,
believes that this is:

pressing environmental challenges in their local
area,”. “We’re pleased to see the network
expand globally… Policy makers now have a
new tool to understand and visualise
environmental information.”

“

‘standards’ as well as many different languages.
Then there are probably at least as many different
cultural attitudes to land. Methinks we will end up
with a fairly broad-brush classification.

www.gisprofessional.co.uk
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The creation of an accurate inventory has enabled more effective
asset management and geo location of related attribute data.

THE CREATION OF an asset management system has
itself proved quite an asset for Scotland’s North
Ayrshire Council. Spurred on by the need to complete
his MSc in Geospatial and Mapping Sciences at the
University of Glasgow, Colin Bradford, the council’s

Workflow Data collected in the field consisted of
geospatial and attribute data relating to the council’s
assets. This was transferred back to the Esri system
using AXF via the Zeno docking station and then
checked into ArcMap for storage, display and analysis.

The Zeno 15 and asset inventory A project for North
Ayrshire Council has created a system for collecting and storing asset inventory, including
road infrastructure data, using ArcGIS and Leica’s Zeno 15 GIS handheld. Colin Bradford
explains how he evaluated the system for ease of use and geospatial accuracy.
Estates Technical Surveyor, created and evaluated the
system. After investigation into existing data
standards and user requirements, Colin customised
the toolbars and attribute data input forms in Leica’s
Zeno Field data capture software.
A parent map was created in ArcGIS from which
all necessary elements including asset layers,
symbology, background mapping, etc., were
transferred to the Zeno 15 GIS data collector using
Esri’s AXF format.

The technology used
The project used a variety of technologies including:
• Leica Zeno 15 GIS Data Collector.
• Leica SmartNet RTK correction service.

GiSProfessional

• Esri ArcMap and ArcGIS.
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• Zeno Field software providing Esri ArcMap editing elements in the
field.
• GNSS antenna for accurate geo location to GIS standards regardless
of the correction service used.

www.gisprofessional.co.uk

Accuracy A separate evaluation was also carried out
to assess the positional accuracy achieved with the
Zeno 15 in handheld mode relative to OS MasterMap
Topography Layer and on tripods relative to control
points fixed with more precise methods. The evaluation
used Real Time Kinetic (RTK) corrections from both the
Leica SmartNet ground based network and the
European Geostationary Navigation Satellite Service
(EGNOS). The Zeno 15 receives signals from Global
Navigation Satellite Systems (GNSS) – currently the US
GPS and the Russian Glonass satellites. The SmartNet
corrections are received from mobile phone networks
and EGNOS direct from a geostationary satellite.
Accuracy relative to OS MasterMap. Measurements
were made using normal working methods –
holding the device by hand above a feature on the
ground. GNSS satellite data was corrected with
both EGNOS and SmartNet information. A large
sample of well-defined OS map features was
selected and their positions measured using the
Zeno Field software. Horizontal displacement
differences from the OS MasterMap coordinates
were recorded and the abbreviated results are
shown in Table One. Note that Ordnance Survey
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only claim an absolute accuracy of +/- 1m for
MasterMap features in such urban areas.

Table One – accuracies relative to OS MasterMap

Accuracy relative to control points. Ten well
defined control points were established using
dual-frequency post-processed static GPS systems.
These points were each measured twice with the
Zeno 15 and Zeno Field with a fixed antenna and
tripod assembly using both EGNOS and SmartNet
augmentation. Colin’s evaluation of the absolute
accuracy achieved is shown in Table Two.

RTK correction
system

(GNSS: GPS only; Conditions: open sky)

Mean horizontal
distance error (m)

RMSE of horizontal
distance errors (m)

EGNOS

0.98

1.01

Leica SmartNet

0.48

0.54

Table Two – accuracies relative to control points
(GNSS: GPS only; Conditions: open sky)

Colin concluded that the accuracy of Leica Smartnet
was more than sufficient for the collection and
presentation of asset data. However, should the
SmartNet service be unavailable due to the loss of
the GSM/GPRS mobile phone signal, then EGNOS
would provide a satisfactory back up.

RTK correction
system

Mean horizontal
distance error (m)

RMSE of horizontal
distance errors (m)

EGNOS

0.77

0.81

Leica SmartNet

0.20

0.22

Conclusion The creation of an accurate inventory
has enabled North Ayrshire Council to manage their
assets more effectively using the geolocation and
attribute data for items such as lighting columns,
gullies, manholes, traffic signals and road signs. A
prerequisite for efficient operation is accurate, reliable
data for all relevant assets, which enables better
planning and resource management. A GIS provides

DISTANCE LEARNING GIS PROGRAMMES

the perfect platform upon which to store this data.
The Leica Zeno 15 has proved to have a user-friendly
interface and has enabled standardised data collection
with efficient customisation and procedures. The use
of Zeno Field software enables the operator to have
background and existing asset information from Esri
ArcMap available in the field for maximum efficiency.

Above: Accuracies
achieved relative to
OS MasterMap (Table
1) and to high
accuracy control
points (Table 2).

Study for a postgraduate
qualification in GIS
by distance learning
UNIGIS UK has been at the forefront of GIS education for over 20 years
providing distance learning-based postgraduate education and training in
Geographical Information Systems and Science. Our programmes support
the personal development, career advancement and career change
ambitions of students typically already in employment. September 2011
sees the launch of our new suite of Masters programmes to meet the
changing needs of the GI-related economy, those programmes are:
PgC/PgD/MSc in Geographical Information Systems - providing a
broad grounding in the major aspects of contemporary GIS
PgD/MSc in Applied GIS - focuses on the applications of GIS and
Geographical Information

Established in 1991, UNIGIS UK is a collaboration between Manchester Metropolitan
University and the University of Salford. We have a proud track record of helping our
students achieve their goals. Visit http://www.unigis.org for further information.

unigis@mmu.ac.uk

Educating GIS Professionals Worldwide

+44 (0) 161 247 1581

www.unigis.org
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PgD/MSc in Geographical Information Technologies - which provides
the opportunity to look at the technologies underpinning GI solutions
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Above: A snapshot of the Index of Multiple Deprivation focusing on
Stevenage, Hertfordshire.
IF, LIKE ME, you’re a data publisher, I hope this article
sparks some new thinking and debate around how
we can offer our data quickly and easily joined with
related sources, over the Internet. If you’re a
developer, I hope this inspires you to combine and
visualise data from multiple sources, and to tell us
something we didn’t know.

–

Firstly, it allows publishers to release their data in
a consistent, standardised form. This will help to
save money. For example, by rationalising or
consolidating what we publish, and by
standardising on data formats and definitions.

–

Secondly, it should help users to find and
understand our outputs and their links to related
external sources, and thereby combine or blend
the results in lots of new and innovative ways.

The prize is a world where different datasets can be
reliably, consistently and automatically linked
together over the web. The theory is that this will be
the catalyst for a raft of new, innovative online tools
and services. This should, in turn, provide a rich
source of facts for citizens and communities to better
understand and engage with their public service
providers, and hold them to account if/where things
aren’t going so well.

Testing and proving open data theory Open
data is now being applied in important and novel
ways: two examples are crime mapping, and
visualisations of MOT-test data. This has been backed
up by some significant developments on the strategic

Opening data: true stories

This article outlines Steve Peters’
personal reflections on open data and his journey since May 2011 in experimenting with
various public sources and free tools.
Disclaimer: the views expressed in this article are the author’s and not his employer’s.
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I work at the Department for Communities and
Local Government and have several years’ experience
wrestling with large and complex statistical and
geographic systems. I have been following the open
data debate since 2009, inspired by the Power of
Information Task Force and its findings on the
potential for open data as a force for economic and
social good. In subsequent years, I have worked on
various projects that have tried, with varying degrees
of success, to offer more open, accessible data.
More recently, I have been working to improve
my understanding of what open data really means
from a data publisher and user perspective. My
interests are both personal – because I enjoy seeing
data used to tell stories, particularly via maps; and
professional – because I believe that data grounded
in open standards offers huge potential to streamline
and simplify data sharing, and also to stimulate
growth in innovative new applications.

Open data – why it matters Much has been
written on why open data is important. For me, there
are two main reasons.

stage: such as the “making open data real”
consultation, and the prominence of data in the
Government’s ICT strategy.
However, it still leaves me with a few questions.
For instance: What are the benefits to public sector
organisations as significant users of data? Can open
data really reduce the cost and complexity of
publishing and integrating ever increasing volumes
of information? How should we go about adapting
our systems so that we routinely publish data in
open, standard, re-usable forms?
To help improve my own understanding, I have
been exploring what open data actually means at the
sharp-end, from a data user’s and publisher’s
perspective. This is in part to shape my thinking on
how DCLG could release its own data in ways that
make it useful in a range of scenarios. I’m also on a
bit of a personal journey to broaden my own
knowledge and experience: in particular, to
understand what is now possible using free tools
(like Google’s or Yahoo’s APIs) and established
“open” data sources (like Google maps, or
Geonames).

joining the geography jigsaw
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The power and value of demonstration
applications I know I’m not alone in believing that
we need more real-world examples which show us
the true power and potential of blending together
different data sources. . . over the web. . . using
open standards.
When launching the trial IMD datastore, I
challenged users and developers to show us the art
of the possible. I was looking for bright ideas around
combining IMD with local intelligence. I had also
hoped that software innovators would leap to the
task of packaging and presenting the data in a
powerful, citizen-friendly manner. Unfortunately,
there weren’t many takers, so I built a small
prototype myself. I called it the “IMD explorer”.
You’ll find it here:
http://dclgexamples.mywebcommunity.org/imd_demo
_v7.htm.
On one level, the prototype is simply about
helping ordinary people understand deprivation in all
its guises at home, at work and at play. The opening
screen provides a map of the 50 most deprived and
50 least deprived areas in England. You can switch
this view to different measures of deprivation and
zoom to a particular locality by typing in a postcode,
street or place name.
Now here’s the twist, and the reason why
linked/linkable data matters. When exploring data at
ward-level, the application hops over to OpenlyLocal
to retrieve data about the local councillors for that
ward. So, if you’ve found issues with deprivation in
your local area and are motivated to do something
about it, you now have information about some of
the people to talk to! It’s a similar deal when
exploring the parliamentary constituency – the app
pulls in data about the MP from TheyWorkForYou.
And there’s another twist. If you look at the
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“Education, Skills and Training” domain, you’ll see
a map of deprivation overlaid with local schools. It’s
interesting, but not surprising, to see the
proportion of kids attending schools in deprived
areas that receive free school meals. The data also
suggests that schools in deprived areas are,
relatively speaking, running below capacity – which
is just an observation on what we can see and learn
by joining up disparate datasets, and not a partypolitical point.
If this article has sparked your interest, please
follow my blog. In the mean time, enjoy the app.
And my previous challenge still stands. Start creating
and show us what you can do!
• Steve Peters blogs at http://openviz.wordpress.com/
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“

Now here’s the
twist. . . when
exploring data
at ward-level,
the application
hops over to
OpenlyLocal to
retrieve data
about the local
councillors for
that ward.

About the Author:
Steve Peters leads a team
delivering statistical and
geographic systems for
analysts in the Department
of Communities and Local
Government. He describes
himself as ‘an open data
strategist and spare time
application developer.
He blogs at:
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began in May 2011, when I launched DCLG’s trial
data store comprising 2010 Indices of English
Multiple Deprivation [http://www.communities.gov.uk/
publications/corporate/statistics/indices2010] in a
searchable, “LinkedData” form. You’ll find the trial
site at http://opendatacommunities.org/.
As the Guardian Datastore puts it, the IMD is
“possibly
the
most
significant
research
into poverty in England”. The IMD is widely used
across the public sector: for instance, it was used to
determine optimal locations for the initial wave of
Sure Start and Children’s Centres; and in scoping
reduced Stamp Duty for property transactions in
deprived localities.
Given its broad appeal and importance, my
thinking was that IMD is ideal as a candidate for
sharing and re-use in open formats, and ripe for
blending and combining with other external sources
such as statistics on unemployment, housing benefit,
or crime.

“

We have to start somewhere. . . My journey

http://openviz.wordpress.com/.
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January surge approaches sell out!
THIS YEAR’S GEO EVENT (21 & 22 March) at the Holiday
Inn Elstree promises to be one of the best yet. By mid
January only a handful of stands were still available. Major
exhibitors taking Platinum sponsorship status include
Opti-cal, SCCS, FARO and Leica. In addition, several new
comers or returnees to the event include Hemisphere GPS,
Ohmex, Gatewing, Landmark and Vitalis.
Sales & Marketing Manager for organisers PV
Publications, Sharon Robson says: ‘The response so early
in the year has been amazing. It seems that for the
geospatial sector there is no recession’. She adds: ‘We
currently have only three stands left and continue to get
enquiries daily. I am sure it will be a sell out’.

The following companies have
reserved stands at GEO-12 as
we went to press:

PLATINUM SPONSORS
FARO

FARO develops and manufactures
portable systems for the measurement
and 3D documentation of spaces and
objects. Our products permit rapid and
highly precise 3D measurement for
inspection, quality control, alignment,
surface modelling, asset management,
and documentation needs. The simpleto-use solutions are ideal for applications
in various industries, including
manufacturing, automotive, aerospace,
architecture and civil engineering, energy
and forensics. FARO currently has more
than 20,000 installations and 10,000
customers globally. Principal products
include the best-selling portable
measurement arm – the FaroArm,
ScanArm, Gage, the FARO Laser Tracker,
Laser Scanner, 3D Imager and the CAM2
family of advanced CAD-based
measurement and reporting software.
FARO is ISO-9001 certified and ISO17025 laboratory registered. For more
information, visit www.faro.com.

Leica Geosystems

becoming the platform of choice for
many surveyors. This is due to the
performance of the hardware; the
outstanding SmartWorx interface; great
training and technical support. Similarly
you will find the market leading laser
scanners ready to demonstrate why
they provide the all round flexibility
demanded by the survey industry. We
look forward to seeing you there!

Opti-cal Survey Equipment

Opti-cal Survey Equipment Ltd is a Fully
Accredited Authorised Leica Geosystems
Distribution & Service Partner supplying
precision measurement technology to
the surveying and engineering industries.
The company sell, hire and service new
and re-conditioned land survey and laser
equipment and provide training and
support. Opti-cal invests heavily in its
workforce and has some of the most
experienced and highly-trained service
technicians in the country. With the
acquisition of Swift Surveying Services,
the company doubled its workforce and
opened a new service facility at Pease
Pottage, Crawley, near Gatwick. This
service centre also provides the latest
test software and equipment enabling
an extremely high standard of work to
be carried out. In July 2010 they further
expanded by opening a third office and
service facility near Milton Keynes.
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SCCS
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The Leica Geosystems stand will
provide an excellent opportunity to find
out what’s new from our innovation
experts in Switzerland. Our team will
listen to your needs and provide
guidance as to which of our many
solutions and services are most
relevant to your business or
organisation. You will find the Viva
total stations and GNSS that are fast

www.gisprofessional.co.uk

GEO-12 will be accompanied by a full seminar
programme and the Gala Dinner on the evening of 21
March. Sponsored by KOREC, the dinner promises to be
rather special. ‘We have a real treat for guests’, says
organiser, Stephen Booth. ‘We’ve managed to get John
Brock all the way from Australia to present his audio-visual,
“Hollywood Movie Surveyors Spectacular!”’
Below is a preview of the companies who have
booked by 24 January but keep an eye on the website
[www.pvpubs.com/events.php] for updates and the full
seminar programme which will be available early in
March. To register go to: http://www.pvpubs.com/
events.php?action=register

years of experience in providing a quality
service to the civil engineering, surveying
and construction industries we are
committed to enhancing our reputation
with innovative products, solutions and
services. We have become the only
company in the country to achieve UKAS
accreditation for our EDM baseline. See
us on our stand to pickup our brand new
catalogue. We will be demonstrating the
latest Leica imaging Total Station, 3d
Disto, C10 Laser Scanner and Geo Moss
monitoring software. Our
representatives will be on hand to
discuss any specific requirements you
may have. SCCS: Call 01480 404888 or
email sales@sccssurvey.co.uk

GOLD SPONSORS
3D Laser Mapping
3D Laser Mapping
Ltd specialises in
creating systems
for capturing,
analysing and distributing geospatial
business intelligence. In addition to
StreetMapper and SiteMonitor, we
develop bespoke solutions that enable
our customers to operate efficiently in a
rapidly growing geospatial marketplace.
Established in 1999, our technology
draws on years of experience integrating
laser scanners in innovative ways.
Achieving unique solutions for the
mining, mapping and modelling industries
and through long-standing partnerships
with leading suppliers, we are able to
deliver high value and dependable
information to our customers.

Gatewing
SCCS is an Authorised Leica Geosystems
Distribution & Service Partner
specialising in the sales, hire and repair
of surveying equipment. With our
continued investment in Leica
Geosystems technology, we offer a
comprehensive hire fleet and provide a
unique service to our customers. With

Gatewing is a
leader in the
design of
unmanned aerial vehicles for mapping
and surveying. Based on the X100
lightweight aircraft, Gatewing built a
remote sensing solution that consists of
image acquisition, field operation and

fully automated image processing. The
X100 has an on-board, calibrated
camera which captures images with a
resolution of 5 cm at a default altitude
of 150m. The X100 fills the gap between
traditional terrestrial surveying and
conventional photogrammetry. Gatewing
also offers Stretchout, highly-automated
software that converts your raw X100
image data set with just a couple of
clicks in high quality orthophotos or
digital surface models.

Hemisphere GPS

Hemisphere GPS is pleased to introduce
the new S320 family of land survey RTK
receivers. Based on the popular Eclipse
dual frequency GPS/GLONASS receiver
technology, the S320 is a Canadianmade high-specification survey receiver
system, which incorporates UHF radio,
GPRS modem, SD card logging at an
affordable price level. The system is
stocked and supported in the UK by the
European Distributors Saderet Ltd. and
UK Dealer, GNSS Solutions who offer
demonstrations and user training.

Landmark Information Group

Envirocheck, a Landmark Information
Group service, provides site-specific
digital mapping, property and
environmental risk information.
Envirocheck Export satisfies the growing
demand for digital data and the flexibility
that this format offers for large and
complex projects. Export provides a fast,
flexible and efficient online service
catering for all your digital mapping and
data needs in a range of formats for GIS
and CAD systems. Offering a range of
current and historical mapping, planning
applications, constraints data, local plans
and aerial photography, Export removes
the need to digitalise features of interest
joining the geography jigsaw
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GEO-12 exhibitor
the TruPulse Laser Rangefinder devices
and a range of Mobile Computers.

marking them on site and secondly
returning to record those marks with
survey products.

Z+F UK Laser Ltd
MBS Survey Software
GEO-12 sees MBS
Floorplans v5.40 go live!
This is a substantial new
release, with in excess of
25 new features. These
offer excellent workflow improvements
for the large number of tablet computer
users. A significant new feature is the
ability to add a Ceiling or Floor Grid and
its subsequent interaction with symbols.
Other significant features include
modification to the stairs and beams
functions, as well as some significant
quality assurance features; including the
exporting of cross-braces into the .dxf
file and a tolerance flagging tool. We will
be demonstrating these new features, so
please come along to our stand!

Ohmex
Ohmex will present the
new SonarMite MTX
multiplexed echo sounder
system for use in shallow
water hydrographic
surveying. The system combines three
individual depth measurements into one
stream of data. This portable lightweight
system gives wider data coverage per
boat pass than one singlebeam echo
sounder without the associated problems
of using a multibeam system in shallow
water. Using three SonarMite active
transducers the narrow beams pass
vertically through the water column
avoiding the measurement refraction
error inherent in ‘side’ shots from
multibeam systems particularly in turbid
water conditions. Described as the “mini
sweep” system the unit is supported by
new drivers in the Hypack data collection
and processing software. The equipment
on display will include the combination
of the echo sounder with the Trimble
SPS461 RTK dual antenna GPS which
provides the software with accurate
position, roll and heading information.

Positioning Resources
Positioning
Resources will
demonstrate the
latest products from
Ashtech. The MobileMapper 100 sets a
new standard for mobile mapping
accuracy, capable of one centimetre
accuracies even in extreme GNSS
environments. The ProMark 100 is a
versatile post-processing solution
designed for easy and efficient land
survey. The MobileMapper 10 combines
a compact size and price with long
battery life and a rugged, waterproof
package. All products can be utilised
with our versatile GIS/Mapping software
PocketGIS, providing powerful mobile GIS
functionality on their portable devices.
These products will be complimented by
joining the geography jigsaw

Z+F UK Laser
manufacture
phased based laser
scanners for many
sector of industry and OEMs. The
IMAGER 5010 is their most advanced
phased based 3D laser scanner with
reliability and quality synonymous with
Z+F’s build reputation. Our IMAGER
EX remains the only intrinsically safe
phased based scanner available. The
Profiler 9000, a 2D laser scanner
running at 200Hz, will be launched
shortly, offering greater speed &
accuracy for mobile mapping. Z+F
supply a complete suite of software for
many applications incorporating LRC
and LFM brands for numerous CAD
applications. For colour mapping we
can offer a number of options. The MCam displayed can supply automated
functions to speed up the data capture
and laborious mapping process.

Penmap.com
Penmap.com Ltd
is launching the
new Flint Sseries, the world’s
first GPS+Galileo handheld receiver to
provide sub-meter accuracy in a 230g
lightweight, ruggedised housing, running
Windows Mobile 6.5 and Penmap
Mobile Geodata software. Penmap
encore v8 is the next generation of a
Digital Plane Table with seamless
interfaces to AutoCAD, ESRI and other
CAD and GIS packages, powerful
interfaces to Leica TPS Flexline and TS15
Viva Robotic series and the free Penmap
Cloud service. This offers an easy Share
& Backup service for your field data to
review, edit and print your field survey
on any PC or Mac and iPhone / iPad
while your field crew is still on-site.

Phoenix Surveying &
Safety Equipment

SILVER SPONSORS
Phoenix Surveying & Safety Equipment is
a leader in the hire, sale and repair of
surveying, construction and safety
equipment. They will be joined by
Topcon, with a raft of exciting new
surveying technology for 2012. The new
GR5 GPS receiver featuring Topcon’s
patented Fence antenna provides
industry-leading tracking sensitivity and
multipath rejection. The MS01 and MS05
measuring stations are built for high
precision, remote monitoring over
prolonged periods in the harshest of
conditions. Magnet is a new family of
cloud based software applications which
allow users to store and access all
project data, connect with each other on
the field, and exchange common office
files through the enterprise cloud. Also
on show will be two new revolutionary
Total Station models promising a leap
forwards in surveying.

Spheron VR

C.Scope International Ltd

C.Scope, a manufacturer of Pipe and
Cable Location equipment, will be
exhibiting it’s new range of Data
Logging Locators. For the first time, a
C.Scope Locator, that is capable of
pinpointing the location of buried pipes
and cables, can be linked wirelessly to
GPS survey equipment. This allows the
position of the detected pipes and cables
to be recorded instantly rather than the
time consuming ‘two-stage’ process of
detecting the buried services and

Virtalis

A virtual reality and advanced
visualisation company, our systems allow
a deep understanding of complex
information, from maps, photogrammetry
and boreholes to GIS source data. Our
technology allows us to help people
across many market sectors, including
academics, Utilities, Power, research
bodies, engineers, Geoscience,
Geotechnical, retailers, military, Security,
mining, oil/gas exploration and
geologists. Our mission is to demonstrate
that advanced visualisation, simulation
and VR offer a valuable return on
investment, providing an essential set of
tools to improve the competitive position
of our clients in the marketplace. Virtalis’
stand will have a 50” 3DTV showing a
geological model of the UK, entire model
of Mars & point-cloud model.

INDUSTRY SPONSORS

Applications in CADD
AiC will be
launching a stand
alone version of
4Site, our DWG
(AutoCAD) data capture software. This
negates the need for a full copy of
AutoCAD. 4Site is also used for
specialist data collection applications in
rail surveys, hydrographic surveys and
dimensional control. Our n4ce software
will be on show with new features. It
comes in 4 editions with functionality
and prices to meet every user’s needs
and pocket. The Lite versions onward
have an integrated CAD editor,
supplementing survey mapping and
ground modelling making n4ce a field
to finish product, with contours,
sections and volumes. Sections are
plotted with user definable tables in
paper space or in model space. Exports
to AutoCAD are via DXF, supporting
paper space/model space Drawings
with Viewports.

documentation allows virtual access to a
scene or site from anywhere at any time.

On display will be Spheron's latest HDR
(high dynamic range) - photogrammetric
camera systems. We will also display
Spheron's SceneWorks business
division's technology - a solution for
onsite visual scene documentation. The
solution allows for the integration of
these HDR spherical images into a
comprehensive visual database.
SceneWorks have tailored solutions for
areas such security, critical infrastructure
and industrial industries such as plant,
construction and other facility
management applications. Such

Association for Geographic
Information
The AGI is the UK
national membership
body for all with an
interest in GI.
Membership comprises
individuals & organisations, including
government departments & agencies,
local authorities, other national
organisations, educational institutions,
utilities, commercial software companies
and data suppliers.

British Cartographic Society
The British Cartographic
Society provides a
forum for sharing
knowledge and passing
on the cartographic
skills associated with all
aspects of mapping. When there is
pressure to cut projects or spend less,
the ability to learn from others and apply
best practice is paramount.

Royal Institution of
Chartered Surveyors

RICS is the largest organisation for
professionals in property, land,
construction and related environmental
issues worldwide. We promote best
practice, regulation and consumer
protection to business and the public.
RICS offers the chartered designations of
Land, Hydrographic and Engineering
surveyor within the geomatics faculty.
www.gisprofessional.co.uk
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by hand and your requirements are met
with the convenience of a single portal.
www.envirocheck.co.uk.
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The main conference was the big draw for delegates at DGI, with
plenty of talks and discussions to choose from on the agenda.
ARRIVING AT THE Queen Elizabeth II conference centre
in London, it was nice to attend a defence conference
without seeing hoards of protesters outside (last year’s
Defence & Security Equipment International (DSEi) being
at the opposite end of the spectrum)!
Consisting of two main days with two additional
focus days, DGI 2012 acts as a showcase, allowing
companies to show off the latest technologies across the

Survey, and Andrew Watson, of the Metropolitan
Police, touched upon the Olympics – only 183 days
away at the time of writing. Both talks explored
different aspects, with Lawrence explaining the
requirements of their maps (including mapping over
30 square kilometres of street furniture). Watson
detailed the creation and the development of the
geospatial portal for the police for the Olympics,

Digesting DGI 2012 Spread over four days, the mix of individual
presentations, debates and demonstrations at Defence Geospatial Intelligence 2012 meant
delegates had to be quick on their feet to catch all on offer! Neil Waghorn provides some
insight in to the highlights of the conference.
geospatial, defence and intelligence spectrum ranging
from lightweight UAV SAR/GMTI sensor units from ELTA
Systems, a subsidiary of Israel Aerospace Industries (IAI),
through to satellite imagery from Astrium monitoring
changes to a North Korean missile launch pad.

GiSProfessional

Mapping for the Olympics The main conference
offered a mix of presentations, from individuals
speakers to panel discussions and live demonstrations.
Vanessa Lawrence, Director General of Ordnance
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explaining the importance of feeds ranging from BBC
to weather and traffic.
Although Cloud may be the current buzz word
on everyone’s lips, an interesting talk by John Day
from Esri on ‘Cloud-Enabled GEOINT – the
Opportunities and Realities for National Security’,
reminded us that Cloud is not a ‘one size fits all’
service and other services may be more suitable. John
set out the challenges of Cloud, highlighting
development models, security issues, lack of
standards and managing ‘Big Data’.

Right: The Cloud
may be a current
buzz word but
Esri’s John Day
urged caution to
anyone who might
think it a ‘one size
fits all’ service.

Combating piracy According to John Allen of
exactEarth, DGI conferences historically tend to be
focused on land systems, so it was encouraging to
see several presentations focusing on the maritime
domain. Rarely two weeks will pass without reports
of piracy off the coast of Somalia, or US forces
rescuing Iranian sailors from Somali pirates (despite
the current interstate hostility over the Iranian
nuclear programme). Tapping this theme, Esri UK, in
partnership with exactEarth, Exelis VIS, i2, and IHS,
gave an anti-piracy exercise. This live demo aimed to
‘demonstrate how, by joining up multiple sources of
data and intelligence into a location-based common
operational picture, faster and more informed
decisions can be made’. These sources of

www.gisprofessional.co.uk
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Bridging the gaps On the personal level, the
conference offered many networking opportunities,
allowing attendees to mingle and also to ask
speakers questions one-on-one rather than in front
of the whole audience. There was also a drinks
reception on the eve of the first main day of the
conference, which allowed alcohol to bridge any
gaps nicely. A large effort was put in to encourage
participation from the media, with journalists
reportedly being given free entry under the
agreement that they would blog and tweet about
the conference. To further coverage, DGI promised to
give away an iPad 2 to someone who tweeted about
the conference. Looking back over my twitter feed
(@NJWaghorn) and the conference hashtag (#DGI),
the DGI attempt to sweeten the deal with an iPad
was not exceptionally successful, with less than ten
individuals (discounting companies) regularly
tweeting throughout the event. This said, there was
a steady flow of contributions throughout the event,
some of which were very amusing and enlightening.
My largest regret of the conference was being
unable to attend the two focus days, an omission I
intend to correct next year. Overall, a good
conference with some extremely interesting and
diverse speakers offering something for anyone
interested in the field.

Above: In his talk on
geo-intelligence, Air
Chief Marshall Sir
Stuart William Peach,
MoD, warned against
designing products
based only on
experience in
Afghanistan – the
next theatre may be
very different.

“

Having huge
levels of data is
extremely
useful, but only
if there are
enough analysts
to sift through
it. We risk
signals getting
lost in the
noise.

www.gisprofessional.co.uk
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MI5 and sacred cows One of the most well received
talks of the conference was by Baroness Eliza
Manningham-Buller, the former head of MI5. Instead
of her scheduled talk, ‘Strategic Approach To Using
GeoInt In Intelligence Operations: The Past & The
Future’, the audience were given an insight into her
time at the helm of MI5 and her leadership style. She
took over the reins of the service at the time of great
recalibration and pressure in the aftermath of the
September 11th attacks in America. She stressed the
need for there to be ‘no sacred cows’ and encouraged
people of all ranks to challenge the established
thought processes and ways of doing things. This
‘challenging’ may have been, in part, an attempt to
disrupt “groupthink”. This is where intelligence and
information is interpreted to fit within the established
thought process, while other explanations are not fully
explored. A famous example being that dual-use
technologies in Iraq were incorrectly identified as part

of Saddam’s weapons of mass destruction (WMD)
programme because common wisdom said that
Saddam was developing WMD. The room was
impressed to hear that out of 15 major terrorist plots in
2002-07, only three slipped through the net. It is bitter
irony that the intelligence services are only remembered
for the attacks that they fail to prevent, not their
successes, but such is the nature of their work.
To continue on the intelligence side of DGI, a
recurring topic was the exponential growth of the
sheer levels of information being collected and the
problems that this caused. Having huge levels of data
is extremely useful, but only if there are enough
analysts to sift through it. We risk signals getting lost
in the noise.

“

information included mapping pirate havens, attack
history and Automated Identification System (AIS)
tracking – allowing a ship’s path to be tracked to
detect any changes in course/speed that might
suggest hijacking. One layer of information that I
had not previously come across in mapping pirate
attacks was the mapping of area wave heights. There
seems to be a correlation between wave height and
attacks, with high waves preventing pirates from
boarding some ships.
Staying with the maritime theme, one of the
most visible impacts of global warming has been the
reduction in Arctic ice coverage. The opening up of
potential new trade routes and resources has
prompted a flurry of activity in the Arctic, the most
illustrative of which was perhaps a Russian
submarine placing a flag on the Arctic floor. A less
sensational reaction has been Denmark re-assessing
its geospatial intelligence of Greenland. . . or its lack
of. Arlene Meyer, of the Danish Defence Acquisition
and Logistics Organization, explained the lack of
detailed mapping of Greenland, highlighting the
issues with poor satellite coverage, poor
infrastructure and ice. . . lots of yearly changing ice.
She then stressed that there are some advantages,
primarily being that outside of the settlements there
is very little infrastructure to map and that the
landscape is generally flat.
Military forces throughout history have been
accused of ‘fighting the last war’. Air Chief Marshall
Sir Stuart William Peach, MoD, sought to prevent this
trend when he reiterated a crucial point in his talk on
Geo–Intelligence and Defence. While we have been
engaged in Afghanistan for over a decade, we
should remember to bear in mind that the next
theatre may be radically different. There is a danger
in designing any products with the Afghan theatre
solely in mind, less they become obsolete when we
withdraw in 2014.
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Chris Holcroft is Director
and CEO of the AGI.

AT THE TIME OF WRITING many new details about
the year ahead are subject to discussion and approval
at our first AGI Council meeting of the year. I plan to
cover these matters in the next issue of GiSPro.
Usually I fill these columns about our plans, new
events, AGI GeoCommunity, CPD activities, public
policy engagement and so on. However, we are, at
the end of the day, a membership body. As I’ve often
stated, our mission is “to maximise the use of
geographic information for the benefit of the citizen,
commerce and good governance”, and we are there
for all with an interest in geographic information and
its associated technologies. So perhaps now would
be a good time to share with you why people and
organisations join the AGI?

sharing best practice on the use of geographic
information.”
– Chris Ewing,
Aon Benfield
“Membership of the AGI is really good value
for Powys County Council; our GIS staff are
able to take advantage of discounted rates for
excellent seminars.”
– Susan D Beetlestone,
Powys County Council
“Membership of the AGI ensures the organisation
is fully abreast of both technological and policy
decisions that may affect our work. Being able to

A new AGI year dawns!

New contacts, industry knowledge, great
value and the benefits of CPD! There are plenty of good reasons why members have
joined the AGI, says director Chris Holcroft – just ask them!
Here are the thoughts of some of our
members:
“The benefits of CPD are well acknowledged and
membership of the AGI enables all staff to gain
credible points that can be used both internally
and towards Chartered Geographer status.”
– Shona Frost CGeog (GIS),
Staffordshire County Council

influence government policy on location is
essential – the AGI provides our business with that
voice. As the main GIS industry body, membership
of the AGI provides access to both industry
news/developments and opportunities to network
and share ideas with peers.”
– Jonathan Marshall,
British Waterways

Moving forward

GiSProfessional

“I joined AGI to have a chance to influence the
direction of the industry in which I worked. I
benefit from AGI events by making new contacts
and learning new stuff! The AGI is important since
it represents the best channel to communicate our
views as politicians, commercial decision makers
and government officials.”
– Andy Coote,
ConsultingWhere
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The AGI exists to “maximise
the use of geographic
information (GI) for the
benefit of the citizen, good
governance and
commerce”.Membership
details are available from
info@agi.org.uk or by
calling: +44 (0)20 7036 0430

www.gisprofessional.co.uk

“The AGI is core to shaping GI Strategy at a Local
Authority level. With intelligent response/
consultation to major initiatives such as INSPIRE,
members are guided though our evolving sector
with valuable workshops (national/regional) and
guidance documents.”
– Craig Moulding,
Calderdale MBC
“I joined the AGI to stay up-to-date with what’s
happening in the geospatial industry in the UK.
The AGI provides me (and my company) with
access to the latest geospatial industry
knowledge and provides a useful forum for

Are you an AGI member? Have you been an AGI
member in the past? Why not join us?
With no apologies for repeating myself; when
considering the future of the AGI I always ask myself the
question of myself and others: “is the UK
geocommunity better with or without the AGI?” This
question is even more relevant when I deal with those
nations that don’t have an AGI type body or possess a
fragmented or partial GI membership set-up. They look
at the UK experience positively. It is perhaps ourselves in
the UK who take what we’ve had for over 22 years for
granted? It is also easy and understandable in the
current hard economic climate to pull back and save on
professional memberships, to avoid networking and
steer shy of potential intangibles like sponsorship. That
said, taking an active role in it or not, the geospatial
world will move on. Individual practitioner or corporate
entity; do you want to be a part of this world as we
move forward? I really hope so and if that’s the case, the
AGI is here for you and here to help. Why not be a part
of a geocommunity of 2000 UK members?
• For more information about the AGI see:
www.agi.org.uk.
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There is more news of products and services on our website at www.pvpubs.com
To get your company featured on this page call Sharon Robson on +44 (0)1438 352617
recorded specific map points of
interest the ability to share them
with others.

Access to data directly Blom
has released a standalone
geospatial data viewer that offers
advanced measurement and
interrogation capabilities. The
lastest version of the BlomDESKTOP
Viewer (v3.1) offers access to data
directly online via BlomURBEX as

BlomSTREET is a collection of georeferenced, high-resolution, 360degree panoramic images that are photographed on street-level by
camera equipment mounted on a specially equipped car. Delivered
as a cloud service, the customer receives images and functionality
via a web service. No storage of data is necessary for the client and
users can take measurements directly from the imagery.

MapLink enhancement The
next generation of Envitia’s
MapLink Pro enhances the core SDK
and modules. MapLink Pro 7.0
increases the usability and
effectiveness of mapping
applications and features over 400
enhancements to both the Windows
and Linux platforms for the most
demanding geospatial systems. The
latest version takes advantage of
modern 64-bit hardware and
utilises multi-threading to boost
performance by up to 60% as well
as offering Open Geospatial
Consortium (OGC) compliant Web
Processing Services (WPS).
“MapLink Pro 7.0 marks a
major release for the product and
ensures continued success for our
customers in today’s demanding
operational environments,”
comments Envitia director Sharon
Cooper.

Support for FME Avenza
Systems Inc has announced the
release of MAPublisher 8.6 for
Adobe Illustrator. In addition to new
features and enhancements to
existing ones, the release is the first
version of MAPublisher to offer
joining the geography jigsaw

support for Safe Software’s FME
Desktop, which allows users to
automatically transfer the results of
an FME workflow directly to
MAPublisher and Adobe Illustrator
complete with styling and layout. In
addition, users can now import the
FME FFS file format. The bridge
between the data processing
environment of FME and the
design/publishing environment of
Adobe Illustrator and MAPublisher
has finally been built. A feature is
waypoint importing and exporting,
which allows users who have

well as offline LAS files; WMS with
authentication; an improved
projections interface allowing
custom projection definition;
MapInfo tabs can be imported; a
labelling feature for vector overlays
(kml,gml,shp); an overlay opacity
feature; and can run with nonadministrative privileges,
maximising ease of use when
running the app in strict IT
environments.

Esri’s
world
base
map

Esri has released the National Geographic World Map, a
collaboration that has produced a distinctive basemap that reflects
National Geographic’s cartographic design, typographic style, and
map policies. Designed to be aesthetically pleasing, the National
Geographic World Map is for users who want to display minimal
data on a vibrant, highly detailed background.
The new basemap combines a century-old cartographic tradition
with the power of GIS technology to produce a distinctive Internetbased map service serving GIS, consumer, education, and mobile
users. This new map will be added to Esri’s collection of existing
basemap services designed for different uses and needs. All Esri
basemaps are freely accessible for internal- and external-facing
sites. The map is currently available at ArcGIS Online in the
basemap gallery.

Making sense of the great indoors
Sensewhere Ltd (formerly SATSIS), a hyper-local positioning
technology company, has launched a self-correcting indoor
positioning system. The company’s positioning software,
sensewhere, uses crowd-sourced location data to deliver accurate
location even indoors. The software automatically crowd-sources
and cross-references RF (radio frequency) access point data via
users’ own devices, creating a proprietary global RF location
database. The software uploads updated reference point
information as it fixes a location. By cross-referencing this
information from different sources, at different times, it improves
the accuracy of indoor location over time. The company aims to
allow social networks, device manufacturers and app developers to
capitalise on the potential of accurate indoor location.
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| seminars | conferences | exhibitions | courses | events | workshops | symposiums |
We welcome advance details of conferences, seminars, exhibitions and other events which are likely to be of interest to the GIS
community. Please mention the name of the event, venue, date and point of contact for further information and send to Hayley Tear,
GISPro, 2B North Road, Stevenage, Herts SG1 4AT Fax: +44 (0)1438 351989, e-mail: hayley@pvpubs.demon.co.uk
4th International Workshop of the EARSeL Special Interest Group
24 - 25 May, Mykonos Island, Greece.

2012

More information:
www.earsel.org/SIG/Geology/workshop.php

GEO-12: The GEO Event
21-22 March, Holiday Inn, London-Elstree, UK.

More information:
www.pvpubs.com/events.php

SPAR Japan
5-6 June, Kawasaki Industry Promotion Hall, Kawasaki, Japan.

GIS Research UK (GISRUK) Conference 2012
11-13 April, Lancaster University, UK.

More information: www.sparpointgroup.com/Japan/

More information:
www.lancs.ac.uk/gisruk2012/

Geo Maritime 2012
13-14 June, London, UK.

More information: www.wbresearch.com/geomar/home.aspx
SPAR International 2012
15-18 April, The Woodlands, Houston, Texas, USA.

GI_Forum 2012
3-6 July, Salzburg, Austria.

More information:
www.sparpointgroup.com/International/

More information: www.gi-forum.org

32nd EARSeL Symposium – “Advances in Geosciences”
21 - 24 May, Mykonos Island, Greece.

12d Model International User Conference 2012
29-31 July, Brisbane Convention & Exhibition Centre, QLD, Australia.

More information:
www.earsel.org/symposia/2012-symposium-Mykonos/index.php

More information: www.12d.com/aus/community/12d-model-internationaluser-conference-2012/
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distance learning
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Metropolitan University and the
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If you want to reach thousands of talented and
experienced people working in all aspects of
GIS then call Sharon Robson on
+44 (0)1438 352617
The next issue is April
– Bookings by 23 March 2012
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